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By WILLIAM M. WELCH
Associated Press Writer

MURRAY. KY

TUESDAY
NEWS IN BRIEF
WORLD
BANGKOK, Thailand
The head of Thailand's new military junta said, today that an
interim government will be
formed in about a week and
martial law may be lifted at that
nine. Armed forces chief Gen.
Sunthorn Kongsompong said
"70 to 80 percent" of the interim Cabinet had been formed and
will include some military
officers.

WASHINGTON -- President
Bush declared today that the Persian Gulf War offensive will be
waged "with undiminished intensity," denouncing Saddam Hussein',
announced withdrawal from
Kuwait as an outrageous attempt to
regroup so that Iraq can fight
another day.
"He is trying to claim victory in
the midst of a rout," said Bush,
effectively dismissing calls for a
cease fire. He said coalition military forces are ahead of their attack

schedule and that the liberation of
Kuwait was near.
The president said Saddam
retreat is an effort "to save the
remnants of power and control in
the Middle East by every means
possible." and vowed that tactic
will fail.
The president said the way for
Iraqi forces to end the fighting is
"to lay down their arms." tie said
there will be no attacks on unarmed
solidus in retreat — but "we have
no choice but to consider retreating
combat units as a threat, and will
respond accordingly."
Coalition military officials said

some sort of an Iraqi withdrawal is
indeed underway. Bush called that
insufficient to end the war, and
demanded full observance of all
United Nations Security Council
resolutions on Kuwait, starting
with recognition that it is independent, not part of Iraq. He said Sad dam has not relinquished his claim
to the conquered nation.
"Saddam's most recent speech is
asoutrage," Bush said. "He is not
withdrawing. His defeated forces
are retreating. He is trying to claim
victory in the midst of a route, and
he is not voluntarily giving up
Kuwait."

Bush spoke as a Pentagon of
cial disclosed that massive coal'
non forces had engaged key units
of Iraq's Republican Guard and
met "sporadic" fighting. He said
the coalition troops were poised to
cut off any attempted retreat to
Baghdad.
"The liberation of Kuwait is
close at hand," Bush said, praising
"the magnificant, heroic performance of our armed forces."
The president said the Iraqi leader is — trying to save the remnants
of power and control in the Middle
East by every means possible,"
and vowed that tactic will fail

Saddam is not interested in
peace, but only to regroup and
fight another day," Bush said.
He said the Iraqi has not
renounced his claim to Kuwait, and
has not accepted United Nations
Security Council resolutions
demanding not only unconditional
withdrawal but also the restoration
of the Kuwaiti government and
reparations for war damage.
"The coalition will therefore
continue to prosecute the war with
undiminished intensity," Bush
said.
(Cont'd on page 2)

Thomas: America facing
a moral, ethical crisis

STATE

• approximately 70 percent of all
females in America reported that
they are sexually active, a substan"There's more than a Persian,. tial jump from 10 years ago.
Gulf war going on tonight: there's • language has changed: "Yestera moral war, an ethical war going day's 'fornicator' are today's
on," said syndicated columnist Cal 'sexually Active," he said.
Thomas, who added that victory is • politicians are today "mirrors of
assured in only one of those our own souls which long ago -went
dark."
struggles.
There is a growing "moral and
"Freedom has become a license
ethical crisis" in America which
where everything goes," Thomas
will, if not intercepted and
said. "All around us we are seeing
reversed, threaten the fiber of the the victory of a vulgar culture."
nation. Thomas said in a speech to
To help stem the tide, a new
students and guests Monday night thinking is needed by those who.
at the Curris Center.
realize the direction that the nation
is heading and how to change the
Thomas, a columnist for the Los
Angeles Times Syndicate, quoted course, Thomas said.
source after source as evidence that
"Those that know God need to
morals in America have went
make up our minds that we will no
south:
longer be dictated to by those pre• according to a survey, 10-25 senting the problem," according to
percent of job-seekers falsify credentials on their resumes.
(Cont'd on page 2)
By MARK COOPER

Murray Ledger 4 Times Staff Writer

FRANKFORT, Ky. • A
record 49,000 parents who are
delinquent in making child support payments may have tax
refunds seized this year, the
state Dcpartrnent *for Social
Insurance said Monday. Department Commissioner

SPORIS
MINNEAPOLIS — Minnesota basketball coach Clem
Haskins learned that he would
only be reprimanded, not suspended or fined, for his criticism of referees following Saturday's 63-62 loss at No. 2 Ohio
State.

BUSINESS
WA SHIN(;TON -- The
nation's 50 largest underfunded
pension plans have a potential
combined shortfall of more than
$14 billion, the government's
Pension Benefit Guaranty Corp.
said.

FORECAST
Tonight: Becoming partly
cloudy. Lows in the mid-20s.
Light west wind. Mostly sunny
and warmer Wednesday. Highs
45 to 50.

LAKE LEVELS
Kentucky Lake
357.3, -0.1 below 336.4, -0.2
Barkley Lake
357.5, -0.2 below 339.6, +0.1

Cal Thomas warns his Curris Center audience Monday night that a "moral and ethical crisis" is going on
in America today and unless religious views can again be asserted without embarassment or persecution,
ethics in the nation will continue to decay. "All around us we are seeing the victory of a vulgar culture,"
he said.

New judge named
to case involving
dispute between
schools, sheriff

Iraqi missile destroys allied barracks
By JOHN KING
Associated Press Writer

DHAHRAN, Saudi Arabia — In
the worst Scud attack of the Gulf
War, an Iraqi missile on Monday
demolished a barracks housing
about 1f)0 American soldiers. The
U.S. military said 12 servicemen
were killed, 25 wounded and 40
unaccounted for.
Baghdad radio hailed the attack.
saying the missile struck "the coward'traitors who mortgage the sacred places of the nation ... and turn
Arab youth into shields of flesh."
Saddam Hussein's troops have
hurled dozens of missiles at Israel

Willard B. Paxton, a 56th Judicial Court judge, has been named
to replace Calloway County Circuit
Court Judge David Buckingham to
hear the case of Calloway County
School Board vs. Calloway County
Sheriff J.D. Williams.
Buckingham was disqualified
from hearing the case due to ties to
local participants in the case,
according to court records.
In the suit, the Calloway County
(Coned on page 2)

IN I)EX

the Scud was breaking up in flight
The report could not be immediately verified.
The Central Command also said
it appeared the Scud may have broken up in flight, scattenng debris
that hit the barracks. The explosion
at the barracks suggested it was hit
by the Scud's warhead. The command did not indicate if a Patriot
was fired.
The attack came at about 8:30
p.m., while some of the soldiers
were eating dinner and after others
had apparently gone to bed or were
relaxing. Many survivors were in
civilian clothes
some in sweatsuits or gym shorts.

Hours later, the U.S. military
brought in lights, a backhoc and a
team of engineers to clear the
rubble. Soldiers arrived, wearing
heavy gloves, to search the ruined
building -- a task that was
expected to last all night.
Two trucks carrying about 25
members of a miners' company
arrived. The workers donned leather gloves, and some carried picks
and shovels as they trudged down
the road toward the building, still
surrounded by many of its surviving residents.
After the blast, a chaplain moved
(Cont'd on page 2)

Chamber discusses its role of support for new
Murray State Regional Special Events Center

One Section — 12 Pages
Classifieds
10, 11
Comics
10
Crosswords
10
Dear Abby
f•
Horoscope
7
Murray Today
6
Obituaries
12
Perspective
4
Sports
X. 9
Subscribers who have not
received their home-delivered
copy of the Murray Ledger &
Times by 5:30 p.. Monday
through Friday or by 3:30
p.m. on Saturday are urged to
call 753-1916 between 5:30
and 6 p.m. Monday through
Friday or 3:30 and 4 p.m.
Saturday. Regular office hours
are 8 a.m. to 5 p.m. Monday
through Friday and 8 a.m. to
12 noon Saturday.

and Saudi Arabia since the Gulf
War began Jan. 17, but most have
been knocked out by U.S.-supplied
Patriot defense missiles.
It was not immediately clear if a
Patriot was fired to intercept the
Scud on Monday.
One reporter said he saw a Patriot explode in the sky over Dhahran. Also, several lawmakers who
were briefed at the Pentagon,
including House Speaker Thomas
Foley, D-Wash., and Republican
leader Bob Michel of Illinois, said
they believed a Patriot was fired.
But there were some television
reports quoting U.S. officials saying a Patriot was not fired because

By MARIANNA ALEXANDER
Murray Ledger & Times Stall Writer

Members of the Chamber of Commerce met in regular session Monday afternoon to discuss upcoming community events and concerns.
The main topics of discussion were the new Murray State University
Regional Special Events Center and the U.S. Navy Band Concert.

The members of the MurrayCalloway County Chamber of
Commerce, as many other community leaders, are discussing the
participation and support of the
new Murray State University Regional Special Events Center.
The campaign for the special
events center is spearheaded by the
Office of Development at MSU.
Architects and state officials met
with University officials, Dr.
Ronald Kurth, president of Murray
State University; Ed West, building
and equipment maintenance at ay:
physical plant; Steve Newton, head
basketball coach; Mike Strickland,

athletic director; Bill Rayburn,
assistant athletic director and Dr.
James Booth, provost and vice
president for academic and student
affairs, discussed essentially two
things, "First of all, can we build
the type of arena we need for $10
to 12 million and if not, what can
we build for $10 to 12 million,"
Booth said,"We are working to try
and add additional funds from
Frankfort"
In other business, the chamber:
— Reminded members that
Springtime in the Park will be held
April 13, headed by the Community Improvement Volunteers in an
effort to raise money for the
Murray-Calloway County Park
System and also to increase corn-

munity awareness. Entertainment
will be provided by talented locals.
— Was informed that the Business After Hours for the Business
Council for the Arts was "exceptional, they did an outstanding
job," said Steve Zea, Executive
Vice President of the Chamber of
Commerce, and announced that
additional Business After Hours
were coming up.
— Called for the election of five
new board members, with the election process culminating in March
and the new members will actually
serve in April.
— Encouraged community members to take advantage of the U.S.
(Cont'd on page 2)
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Education commissioner
welcomed to West Kentucky

"1-

a

America facing...

(Cont'd from page 1)
Thomas. -This philosophy must
change if we are to return from the
abyss."
Thomas urged Christians to,
Partnerships'
School/Business
first, stop thinking of themselves as
Staff Ripon
annual dinner.
as norwormy Lodger & Timm
Boysen said his visit to western abnorm1a1 and everyone else
an
was
districts
mal. "We are the normal ones," he
Kentucky school
Dr. Tom Boysen. the state's first
effort to make people more aware said.
education commissioner, was given
Second, Christians must "get off
of who he is as well as for him to
an old fashioned western Kentucky
make his own contacts, according defense and get on offense," he
welcome Monday as he visited sevsaid. "Those that accuse us of tryto a published report_
eral schools in Paducah and rnet
this
in
ideas
ing to impose our morality are
lofty
are
"There
repbusiness
with educators and
reform, but they all have to work right," he said. "Someone should
resentatives from throughout the
out in some context in classrooms impose something on this nation."
area.
Finally, believers must reaffirm
around the state." he said. "By
"visionary"
termed
Boysen was
going out talking to people. I get a their own beliefs and citizens must
by Murray -Calloway Count)
much better feel for how we're be reintroduced to their own hisChamber of Commerce Executive
going to design programs... The tory which is based largely on
Vice President Steve Zea, who said
schools I visited today are just as Christian beliefs, Thomas said.
the new commissioner Indicated
"The Declaration of Indepengood as any schools that I've seen
exciting
that "we are heading for
in Kentucky," Boyscn was quoted dence was the result of the reliLimes in education."
gious teachings of the past generaas savng
Boysen spoke about the future
tion." he said. Christian teachings
outlook of education in the state
has been the foundation of our govincluding meeting the challenge of
but "the inertia of whatthe
ernment
keeping up with global compet,
founded has run out."
founders
uon, Zea said.
and answer session
question
a
In
Boysen. who spoke to the board
(Cont'd from page 1)
remarks, Thomas
his
following
of directors of the Kentucky Eduactions in the
WilAmerica's
that
alleges
defended
Board
School
cational Foundation Monday night.
despite the
that
saying
collection
War,
for
annual
Gulf
charges
hams'
also encouraged business leaders to
the Bible. "the
of
of
teachings
excess
in
arc
passive
taxes
school
the
of
"stay active" in the education prowar is just. it's goals arc fair and
the actual cost of the collection
cess. lea said.
is certain."
victory
Zea said Boysen has been asked
Williams has traditionally charged
the war. Thomas said he
After
to visit Murray on April 25 during
the district four percent of the fees
and the Arab nations
Israel
hopes
the Murray-Calloway County
collected, the maximum amount of the region can negotiate and
allowed by lair.
le
ra
reach a compromise for peace. That
however, "will be difficult"
The school board on Thursday
filed a response to Williams' and could be long in coming. he
said.
motion for a more definite stateHay. 641 N Murray
Thomas began a career in broadment which claims that the board
fails to "specifically allege any parcast journalism in 1959 at the age
of 16. Two years later he joined
ticular time chronologically or tax
NBC News in Washington. D.C. as
years about which tne board
Fillet $3.79 I complains."
a copyboy.
He later became one of the
Chopped Steak $3.79 I
said
board
the
their
In
respon,5
persons ever to appear on
youngest
'Grilled Chicken
"it is obvious that the legal issues
the NBC radio network. anchoring
Ns" saw -oils or hJsnpupp.es
• :e Of potato
raised by the complaint.., apply to
an average of ten radio newscasts
...._rz_=_m_w_muftra.mmhar„m„g,
defendant's entire term as sheriff " per week and contributing to NBC
Nightly News and the Today Show.
In addition, the response asks
Thomas is a graduate of Amerithat the motion for a more definite
can University in Washington.
statement be overruled, according
D.C., and today writes a twice
to court records.
weekly column for the LA Times
Syndicate which appears in numerous papers including The Murray
Ledger & Times, The Boston
Globe, New York Daily News,
Miami Herald and Los Angeles
Times.
He has also written eight books
Including his latest, Uncommon
Sense.

Judge named...
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Seven Seas

Mon.-Wed. Specials
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Read the
want ads daily

by
T. Dsvane Tucker
Manager South t entral Bell

Iraqi missile...
(Cont'd from page 1)
4mong the survivors, consoling
them. Some soldiers appeared to be
in shock, others embraced each
other in anguish. Many were in
tears.
In the rubble, four pairs of boots
poked out from under blankets.
Sleeping bags and military unforrn
belts were scattered about on the
charred floor There was little left
of the building but its steel girder
framc.
Two trucks carrying about 25
members of a miners' company'
arrived. The workers donned leather gloves, and some carried picks
and shovels as they trudged down
the road toward the building, still
surrounded by many of its surviving residents.
"I have to prepare myself for
this," said a U.S. soldier walking
toward the sccnc.
Some survivors carried gas
masks around their waists, but
there was no indication Saddam
had made good on his threat to arm
a Scud missile with a chemical
warhead.

$57 million needed to
correct plant violation
PADUCAH, Ky. (AP) — It will
cost S57 million during the next
two years to correct violations of
environmental, health and safety
regulations at the Paducah Gaseous
Diffusion Plant, the U.S. Department of Energy said.
An outside assessment crew that
visited the plant last summer found
a "significant number'' of violations, the department said Monday.
The problems, however, do not
endanger the employees or neighbors of the plant.
And deputy plant manager Howard Pulley said that 78 percent of

State investigators
arrive to look into
explosion of rail car

State authorities have begun an
investigation into a rail tanker
explosion that killed one worker
A convoy of at least two dozen
and injured -two more over the
weekend, according to a published
ambulances carried away the
report.
wounded, and at least two medical
Investigators from the Kentucky'
evacuation helicopters landed near
Labor Cabinet's Occupational
the wrecked building. The Central
Safety and Health compliance diviCommand said the injured were
sion will study evidence at the
taken to the 85th Evacuation Hosscene but it is not known when the
pital and the Air Transportable
investigation will be completed,
Clinic at Dhahran.
according to the report.
Initially, military officials said
Three of Rail Services Inc.
they had no confirmed figures on
workers were cleaning the tank car
the number of dead. But early
Saturday that had previously held
Tuesday. the U.S. Central Comliquefied petroleum gas, according
mand issued a statement saying 12
LO reports.
military personnel were killed, 25
The explosion killed Shannon D.
were wounded and 40 were unacCross, 24, of Rt. 2, Calvert City,
counted for.
and injured Michael S. Hert, 43, of
City, and James Riley, 50.
Calvert
near.
lives
who
Harrison,
Trevor
the report said.
Benton,
of
the barracks, said he heard the
may have been
explosion
The
to
only
explosion arid rushed out
pump which
electric
an
by
caused
said
He
ruins.
smoldering
the
see
the tank,
clean
to
used
being
was
the servicemen were apparently
reports.
preliminary
to
according
hit
missile
eating dinner when the
vacuum
designed
specially
A
building.
the
of
top
the
truck, made for cleaning such tankThe building was a corrugated
ers, was out of order at the time of
metal warehouse that had been
the accident, reports said.
converted into temporary housing
for American and British quartermaster and transportation corps
units. Most of those living in the
building reportedly were
Americans.
The Murray Fire Department
Iraq also launched a Scud misto a structure fire at the
responded
Bahrain
of
sile at the island state
home of Bill Fandrich at 802 S.
on Monday night, but it was
16th Monday around 8:15 a.m..
knocked from the sky by a Patroit
to a department
according
Iraqi
second
the
It
was
missile.
missile attack on Bahrain since spokesman.
A motor in the home's heating
Friday.
unit
apparently overheated and
Since the start of the war, Iraq
caught fire, according to reports.
missiles
has repeatedly fired Scud
The fire was out upon arrival
at Dhahran — site of the main and firemen used exhaust fans to
allied military„pase — at Riyadh clear smoke from the home,
and at other sites in the desert according to reports.
kingdom. Most of the Scuds have
been intercepted by Patriot missiles, although one person died and
85 were injured in the previous
attacks on Saudi Arabia.
(Cont'd from page 1)
Navy Band concert, March 21.
Tickets are free, limit six per
person.
-- Announced that New Profiles
are available to the public and can ,
Snapper. John Deere. Roper. Lawn Chief & Troy Built
be picked up at the Chamber
Through March 15th 1991
office. The publication offers a
community profile as far as local
tax rates, economic statistics, and
compares them to other areas
across the nation.
Clean Air Filter
All For Only
--- Declared Bob Nanney InsurCheck Firing
as the February Business of
ance
Check & Adjust Carburetor
$2495
the Month.
Sharpen Blade
-- Reminded members of the
Charge Oi ,
annual dinner planned
Chamber's
Piug
Spa*
New
FREE Pick-Up & Delivery
for April 23, which-is open to the
Grease & Labe
Within 5 Miles
public.
Where Needed
— Announced that April 25, the
School-Business Partnership Dinner will honor Dr. Thomas C. BoyComissioner of Education, as
sncr,
.
,
Firing
Check
the keynote speaker.
All For Only
Check & AdjuSt Carburetor
— Was told about Weekend with
Check Belts & Pulleys
Legislators, May 11, held in
the
Sharper Bade
County at 11.11. Lovett
Marshall
Change 01 . Grease & Lbe
in Benton, an annual
Park
City
New Spa* Rug
the Paducah
featuring
concert
Delivery
&
Pick-Up
FREE
Battery
Check
of the KenMembers
Orchestra.
Check Air Pressure
Within 5 Miles
are
Assembly
General
tucky
Clean Air Fitter
i•—
invited to attend the concert to help
familarize them with Western
Kentucky.
— A workshop to inform the
Change Oil, Grease & Lube
of the Purchase Area
participants
Only
For
All
New Spark Plug
Development District of the financCheck Battery
ing programs for business and
7-eck Air Pressure
$4495
Industry. The workshop is sche• eah Air Filter
duled for this afternoon 1 to 3:30
.-arpen Bade
p.m.
Delivery
&
p
Pick-U
FREE
,heck Belts & Pulleys
Miles
5
Within
Carburetor
Adjust
.-eck &

Overheating motor
starts fire Monday

Chamber support...

PRE-SEASON CHECK-UP ON:

We want you to be very satisfied!
It s a simple fact of the Murray and Calloway County
marketplace: customers stay with businesses that make
them happy.
The most successful businesses are the ones that realize
the true measure of success is making their customers so
happy that they wouldn't dream of doing business with
anyone else. That s the kind of success South Central Bell is
striving to achieve.
Our process of continuously trying to improve service in
Murray and Calloway County flov.s fr,,m these principles
*Each of us takes personal responsibility for
delivering excellent service and showing customers we care. *We succeed only when the customer says so.
*Quality in all we do is the foundation of
customer satisfaction and helps keep service
affordable.
It isn't enough for us to be satisfied with the service we re
providing you. It isn't enough for you to be satisfied with your
phone service. We want you to be VERY SATISFIED with
your service-- so pleased with SCB that you wouldn't think of
doing business with anyone else.
We re periodically surveying customers for their opinions
of our service. If you are contacted, tell us what were doing
right. .and what we're doing wrong. We want to know what it
takes to make you a VERY SATISFIED customer. If you wish
to share your opinions with me personally, my address is 810
Kentucky Avenue, Paducah, Kentucky, 42001.
The bottom line is -- we re not satisfied until our Murray
and Calloway County customers are VERY SATISFIED!
South Central Bell'
BELL

PUSH MOWERS

REAR ENGINE RIDERS & TILLERS

$3495

,

LAWN & GARDEN TRACTORS

the problems found by the outside
inspectors had already been identified by self-assessment teams within the plant. In many cases, corrective steps were initiated before the
review was completed, he said.

I.

Plant officials said they were
pleased that the inspectors, known
as "Tiger Team," found nothing
that required them to shut down or
curtail operations, as has happened
at other Energy Department
installations.
The plant, which is managed b)
Martin Marietta Systems Inc., produces enriched uranium to be used
as fuel in nuclear reactors.
"Tiger Team standards arc
extremely rigorous," Martin Mar
luta spokeswoman Debbie Wattier
said, "but we have mad,headway."
An "action plan" that the
department released Monday
directs the plant's managers to
make numerous changes so that it
complies with state and federal
environmental, safety and health
regulations.

War continues...
(Cont'd from page 1)
With that statement the president
personally repeated, and toughened. the position his spokesman
already had announced.
An early morning statement from
Marlin Fitzwater blasted Saddarn's
radio address, saying it "contains
the same diatribe as hisprevious
comments, with no commitment to
comply with the 12 United Nations
resolutions."
Said Fitzwater. "His speech
The Aar goes
changes nothing
on.'•
The Pentagon reacted warily to
Iraqi troop movements from
Kuwait, viewing it as a retreat
under fire. "We must continue to
prosecute the campaign until we
are absolutely sure that any withdrawal is true both in letter and
spirit," said one military source.
The White House reacted coolly
to the Iraqi withdrawal statements
from the beginning, seeing no sign
that Saddam was ready to meet
coalition conditions. Late Monday
"night, Bush tightened the terms for
a cease-fire. saying Saddam must
"personally" announce an unconditional withdraw- al and agree that
Iraq will pay War reparations and
renounce its annexation of Kuwait.
Fitzwater had lain the ground
work for the military's obligations
during the uncertain Iraqi
withdrawal.
"We will not attack unarmed
soldiers in retreat. But we will consider retreating combat units as a
movement of war," he said Monday night. Army Lt. Col. Steve
Roy, a Pentagon spokesman, elaborated this morning:
'We can pursue the enemy,
fight toward the ground objective,
engage the enemy at every opportunity. take prisoners, destroy the
enemies' personnel. equipment,
vehicles, lines of communication,
bridges, supply depots and continue to encircle the enemy to
obtain his destruction or surrender
or both."
The British said today that Sad darn's forces must retreat without
their weapons. "Before the land ,
war started we just demanded Iraqi '
troops withdraw. Now it is more
difficult," said a senior British
source.
Fitzwater had recommended that
Iraqis simply "lay down their arms
and leave."
Said Roy: "By laying down their
weapons we mean all fighting gear
from pistols and knives on up to air
defenses and tanks. The soldiers
can keep their personal survival
gear such as gas masks, chemical
weapons protection, knapsacks and
canteens, but that's it."
Military reports today indicated
that coalition forces were moving
quickly throughout the battlefields
of Iraq and Kuwait. Reports from
were of retreating
Kuwait
troops.aitity

.-edc FIrIng

Any Additional Parts & Labor at Additional Costs.

Murray Home & A to
Chestnut St.
Murray, KY

Tianktue

Hours: Mon.-Fri. 7:30-5:30;

• _i
Phone 753-4110
or 753-2571

Sat. 7:30-5:00

A FRIEND YOU CAN DEPEND ON
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specific needs Plus attractively low premiums
and closeby independent agency service
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ON EDUCATION

Mi!irray Ledger & Times

Material for this page ..:as submitted by the administrative staffs of
the Murray Independent School District and the Calloway County
School District and edited by the staff of the Ledger &Times. Space
allocated for each school district is determined by the approximate
ratio of students in each district. Pkase direct your questions and
comments about area public schools to the Murray City Schools
(753-4363) or, the Calloway County Public Schools (753-2893).
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Ait
Tom Kelly sings Christmas songs with the second graders in Karen
Crick's class at North Calloway County Elementary. Kelly, a teacher
at North, visited serveral rooms and shared one of his hobbies with
students. Pictured from left are Chase Redden, Angel Henson, Eury
Tynes, Jason Lee, Ashley Hulse and Ramin Eshghi.

Dr. Burton Young recently visited Murray Montessori Center to talk
with the children about citing for their teeth. Pictured are Dr.
Young, Elizabeth Bogal-Allbritten, Grant Rudolph, Megan Black,
Doran Brown, Elizabeth Fitzgibbon, Matt Robinson, Bobby Lewis,
Charlsie Young, Laeren Clemson, Emi McFarlen, Sam Trevathan,
Patrick Fitzgibbon, Christopher Fitzgibbon and Mrs. Cathy Young
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Sharon Myatt, instructor of nursing at Murray State, speaks to third
graders at Southwest Calloway Elementary about the circulatory system. Pictured from left are Elizabeth Shouse, Kyle Warren, Bradley
Hicks, Clint Myatt, Sharon Myatt, Joey Darnell, Jessica McKendree
and Tammy Linn.
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Jan Seargent's kindergarteners from Robertson Elementary visit the
Curris Center after studying the letter "c." They bought candy at the
Sugar Cube and saw a cactus art exhibit.
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Nancy Buchanan, Fisher-Price representative, presents students at
Robertson Elementary with Recognition Certificates. Pictured front
row, from left, are Trevor Anderson, Michelle Underwood, Joshua
Walster, Stilman Muhammad,(second row, from left) Derrick Bumphis, Julie Davenport, Bobby Kiesau, Josh Michelson, Matt Ragsdale,
(third row, from left) Whitney Alexander, Kayla Olive, Joseph liar-,
ris, Nancy Buchanan, Krista Shelby, Nichole Futrell, Bobby Smith,
Kevin Cunningham and Drew Henry.
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Betty Cassity's fourth grade reading class at East Calloway Elementary has been studying paper folding and cutting. This class made
three dimensional decorations for the classroom. Pictured from left
are Chris Brand, Terry Calhoun, Brandi Elkins, Brandi Sheckell,
Bradley Jones and Jason Prichett.
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, These students from Calloway County Middle School placed in the
Middle School Division of District Governor's Cup Competition. They
will compete in regional Governor's Cup competition in various subject areas. Allison Binford and Tom Richter in English composition;
Jason Leet and Andy Rose in social studies; and Andy Rose and
David Jones in math. Pictured from left are Binford, Richter. Leet,
Rose and Jones.
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These students in Judy Darnell's homeroom at CallowarCounty
Middle School designed and decorated their door for Patriotic Day
held recently at the school. Pictured from left are Jana Herndon,
Chrissy Stubblefield (standing), April Hutchison, Molly Melson, Susie
Richter, Laura Jo Parker and Lisa Holt (standing).

Rebecca Robertson's kindergarten class at Southwest Calloway
Elementary makes their own cookies. The school cooks baked them,
then the children iced and decorated their own to eat. Pictured from
left are Katie Ashby, Tim Fotsch and Wally Bullard.

v.*

Mallary France, first-grader at Robertson Elementary, assists her
mother, nurse Nancey France, with a heart demonstration for Tina
Ratteree's and Holly Bloodworth's classes. Students listened to their
heartbeats and learned about blood pressure. The classes have been
studying a unit on the anatomy of the heart and how to care for the
heart.
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Betty Cassity's third grade reading class at East Calloway County
Elementary uses puppets to tell stories. Pictured from left are Adam
Page, Gina Bandarra, Nicole Martin and Shawn Buchannan.
Vicki Singleton from Leta's Beauty Salon presented "manicure basics" information on the health reasons as well as beauty hints for nail
care to Mrs. Douglas's and Marlene Beach's classes at Calloway
County High School.
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As a part of the activities during 1+ Week, the kindergarten children
at Robertson Elementary had a visit from the MHS Tiger mascot and
cheerleaders. The children learned about the job of cheerleaders and
were taught some new cheers. The children all dressed in gold and
black and brought their stuffed tigers to share. Pictured front row,
from left, are Tiger mascot Marianne Gilbert, (second row, from left
Little 1iger Cubs Daniel Elliott (T), Jason Tieggs (I), Jeremy Hodge
(G). Jennie Jones,(E), Brian Fox (R)and Katie Smith (S), (third row,
from left) NIIIS cheerleaders Josette Reynolds, Katherine Oakley,
Franshawn Blanton with Robertson Tiger Danielle Futrell.

Cl

The second grade students at North Calloway County Elementary
estimated the weight of the pumpkin. Here the students are helping to
get the actual weight by using scales as a measuring tool. Pictured
from left are Tiffany Rogers, Chris Duncan and Kacey Stark.

Paul Hart and Rhonda Kimbro, with the help of their Calloway High
Honors English I classmates, discover and list differences and similarities to form a Venn diagram as part of a prewriting activity for their
compariso&contest papers.
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PERSPECTIVE
Today In History
Today is Tuesday. Feb. 26, the 57th day of 1991. There are 308 days
left in the year.
Today's Highlight in History:
On Feb. 26, 1919, Congress established Grand Canyon National Park in
Arizona.
On this date:
In 1802, one of the great figures of French literature, Victor Hugo, was
born in Besancon.
In 1815, Napoleon Bonaparte escaped from the Island of Elba to begin
his second conquest of France.
In 1846, "Buffalo Bill" Cody was born near Davenport, Iowa.
In 1848, the Second French Republic was proclaimed.
In 1870, New York City's first pneumatic-powered subway line was
opened to the public.
In 1940, the United States Air Defense Command was created
Five years ago: Pulitzer Prize-winning poet and author Robert Penn
Warren was named the first "poet laureate" of the United States by
Librarian of Congress Daniel J. Boorsun.
One year ago: Nicaraguan President Daniel Ortega conceded defeat to
his opponent, Violeta Barrios de Chamorro, in a stunning election upset.
Today's Birthdays: Actor Mason Adams is 72. Actor Tony Randall is
-I. Actress Betty Hutton is 70. Singer Fats Domino is 63. Political columnist Robert Novak is 60. Singer Johnny Cash is 59.
Thought for Today: "When you look into a mirror you do not see your
reflection — your reflection sees you " --- Anonymous.

LOOKING BACK
By JO DURKEEN
Ten years ago
Calloway County Middle School
*on fifth annual Junior High
School Math Bowl at Murray State
University. Bill Miller is teach
coach with members being Mika!
Grimes, Beth Woodall, Molly
Imes, ,Ennly Dunn. James Daniels
and Darin Loftis.
Mr. and Mrs. James Gray will be
married for 50 years on Feb. 28.
Murray State University Racers
heat Akron 57 to 53 in basketball
game. High team scorers were Jerry Smith for Murray and L. Bates
for Akron.
Births reported include a boy to
Mr. and Mrs. Ronnie Dale Green.
Feb. 15 a boy to Mr. and Mrs.
Douglas Craig Evans and a boy to
Mr and Mrs. Gary Josephs, Feb
17.
Twenty years ago
Specialist Fourth Class Charles
Steven Sexton is now stationed in
United States after completing his
tour of duty in Vietnam. He left for
Vietnam on April 6, 1970. He was
called home because of the death
of his father, Charles Sexton. on
Feb 15.
Rath E. Cole, chairman of
Department of Nursing. Murray
State University, has been
appointed as a member of Kentucky's Comprehensive Health Planning Council for a four-year period
by Gov. Louie B. Nunn.
Mr. and Mrs. Hardy Williams
were married for 63 yeaqrs on Feb
21
Births reported include a girl to
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Janes. Feb. 17
and a girl to Mr. and Mrs. Bernard
Steen, Feb. 18.

Thirty years ago
Murray is on the edge of the
path of the "oil burner route" of
Strategic Alf Command of the U.S
Air Force. "Operation Oil Burner''
is a low level practice radar bomgmg mission.
The spring semester enrollment
at Murray State College is now
listed as 2.917, according to Dr.
Donald Hunter. registrar.
Danny Kemp. Don Oliver, Charles Eldridge and Vernon Gantt,
members of Debate Team of Murray College High School, presented
a program at a meeting of Murray
Rotary Club held at Murray
Woman's Club House. They were
introduced by Howard Konen.
Dcmus Futrell is visiting
her daughter. Mrs. J.C. Calfee and
son. Walter, of Washington, D.C.
Forty years ago
Murray State College Thoroughbreds won the Ohio Valley Conference Basketball Tournament in
Louisville by beating Western in
semi-finals and EASICRI in finals.
The team and staff were met on
their return home yesterday at
Eggner's Ferry by hundreds who
escorted them to Murray. MSC
Basketball Coach Harlan Hodges
was presented a ke,k_ to the city by
Calloway County Judge Hall Hood.
Today was declared a holiday for
MSC by Dr. Ralph Woods,
president.
Max H. Churchill Funeral Home
held open house at its new location
on North Fourth Street on Feb. 25,
according to Max H. Churchill,
owner
Mr. and Mrs. Jeddie Ca they were
recent guests of their daughter.
Mrs Ralph L. Maxey. Mr. Maxey.
and son. Joe Lee. of Lexington.

Letters to the Editor

Countians to be applauded
for support of KET fund drive
Dear Editor
Calloway Countians are to be
applauded for their patronage during KET's recent on-air membership drive. TeleFund '91.
With our community's generous
support. KET has completed
another successful fund-raising
campaign. This financial support
ensures that KET will keep bringing its viewers programs that
inspire, entertain, and inform —
television programs the whole fain:
ily enjoys.
Without viewer contributions.
KET could neither produce such

t programs as Comment on Kentucky, This Is Kentucky, and The Kentucky Center Presents series, nor
air such programs as NOVA.
Nature, Masterpiece Theatre, 'The
MacNeil Lehrer liewsHour, This
Old House and Ssarne Street
Calloway countians should take
pride and satisfaction in knowing
we have made the right choice by
supporting KET. Aren't You Glad
There's KET? I am'
Irma LaFollette
Friends of KET
Calloway
County
Representative
Murray, Ky. 420-

Residents thanked for support
of local Habitat for Humanity
Dear Editor.
Thank you for your support of
Habitat for Humanity. It is deeply
appreciated and will be used to
help a deserving family acquire a
decent home.
And even more. it will bring
hope and dignity to poor and struggling people.
Like many people of my generation. I grew up in living conditions
that today would be considered
poor. But I had a warm. loving
family who all pitched In to do
work. And that spirit of togetherness is a wonderful childhood
memory.
Now, as Rosalynn and I work

with our good friend and neighbor
Millard Fuller -- the founder and
president of Habitat for Humanity
— I feel that same sense of unity.
Your concern has made you a part
of the Habitat for Humanity family.
too.
•
If you have requested information, it will be sent to you under
separate cover.
I look forward to your continued
partnership in the future.
May God bless you for your love
and compassion.
Gratefully yours,
Jimmy Carter
Habitat and Church Streets
Americus, Ga. 31709-3498

Murray Ledger & Times

Shoreline hike to restore natural beauty to lake
When Murray resident Sally
Mills set out to hike the shoreline
at Land Between the Lakes last
January, she didn't realize the the
short trek was really the beginning
of a much longer journey.
It was a good day for a winter
hike, she recalls, but her exuberant
mood soon turned to despair and
anger when she noticed the trash
littering the shoreline. Bottles.
cans, tires and other unrecognizable forms of garbage fouled the
natural beauty of the landscape.
"I was mad as hell," she reports.
And though she is softspokcn,
there is an unmistakeable quaver of
conviction when she adds, "and I
decided to do something about it."
Ms. Mills shared her concern
about the condition oi the shoreline
with Land Between the Lakes Manager Charles Buffington. They
agreed that the natural beauty of
the lakes was a priority for many
people in the region, and decided
that the best way to address the
problem was to bring a group of
concerned citizens together to do
something about it.
The result was the first annual
"Hike the Shoreline" project. an

MAIN
STREET
By Constancr
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event which attracted nearly 200
people from West Kentucky and
Tennesse to walk the shoreline and
gather trash. Though no ont can
exactly quantify the results of last
year's efforts, Sally Mills reports
that "a huge pile of garbage" was
collected in a few hours.
People felt so good about what
they'd accomplished, they asked,
"When can we come back to do
this again?" ThOs how the second
annual "Hike the Shoreline." was
born.
Sponsored by the Land Between
the Lakes Association, LBL and
community citizens, this year's
hike is slated for Saturday, March
2, as the Fenton Lake Access Area
on Route-6-8 in Aurora. Registration is from 8-8:30 a.m. with the

hike lasting from 8:30 to noon.
Participants arc asked to bring a
box lunch so the from 12:30-1:30
p.m. the group can picnic together.
Soft drinks will be provided by
LBLA.
Church groups, scout troops,
school and university organizations, lakcshore residents and interested individuals have already
registered to pitch in for this year's
clean-up. Representatives from
marinas, Kentucky Fish & Wildlife, and Tennessee Valley Authority will also roll up their sleeves
and get to wg,k00-:
The West" Kentucky Shell
Harvesters Association and private
individuals with boats will ferry
participants to designated clean-up
areas. In addition, a group from
Southern Illinois is going to recycle aluminum and glass, so all the
refuse won't have to go to the landfill, thus addressing another environmental concern.
As many as 500 volunteers may
turn out for the March 2 hike, and
the Glad Company has donated
2.000 garbage bags --- enough to
accommodate all of them.
Participants are asked to wear

a

sturdy shoes and protective gloves.
Layered clothing is recommended,
since the shoreline hike is a "rain
or shine" occasion.
The shoreline hike can be a family activity, though people with
young children may elect to clear
interior areas, such as campsites,
instead of the rocky, muddy
shoreline.
According to Sally Mills, "There
wassp't one person last year who
didn't comment on how the experience of hiking the shoreline opened
up their awareness to the problem."
She goes on to say that when some
participants viewed the results of
their clean-up efforts, they were
visible moved. "People felt good
that they had done something," she
explained.
Future plans may include two
clean-ups per year, one in the
spring and one in the fall. Furthermore, the group would like to
launch some educational efforts,
perhaps through Land Between the
Lakes, to educate the public about
the responsible use of the outdoors.
For additional information about
the Saturday, March 2 shoreline
hike. call 924-5897 or 759-9309.

It's practically over when experts sing
Listening to Richard Perle. I felt
better than I have in weeks. "For all
practical purposes," he told the CNN
audience. -The war is over."
About all that's left for us to do, he
said, was to mop it up. Or maybe he
said clean it up. or tie up thc loose
ends. I don't recall exactly, but that's
the general idea.
Now, if some bartender said that. I
might be skeptical. But Pule is a bona
fide military expert. Of course. he
never fought in an actual war. having
developed an insatiable yearning for
higher education during the Vietnam
draft days.
But he was a special assistant
secretary of defense and is still one of
the more highly regarded hawks in
Washington. So he ought to know
what he's tatting about. Andif-he says
that 'for all practical purposes." the
war is over, who am Ito argue? He is
with a think tank, you know. That
means that while you and I are giving
thought to getting the car washed, or
trying to choose between Cold medicines, he is peering at maps and
digesting sortie statistices. I mean, we
are talking about a guy who can go
eyeball to eyeball and deep thought to
deep thought with Ted Koppel.
However, I do have a couple of
small questions. For onething, what
does "for all practical purposes:
mean? And when a war is over, when
is it over?
After Perle made his soothing remark, several more of our GIs were
killed. They were hit by "friendly:
fire," but as friendly as friendly fire is,
for all practical purposes, it is as fatal
as unfriendly fire.
Fo% practical purposes. or eser.
impractical purposes, the war is over
for those young men.
But it isn't quite clear tome how it is
over for the hundreds of thousands of
soldiers who are waiting to hear what
Saddam Hussein and President Bush

decide to do.
Of course, Hussein and Bush could
agree to the Soviet peace plan, which
could mean that Hussein pulls out of
Kuwait pronto and life returns to the
way it was before Hussein invaded.
That would be-good news to those
who desire immediate peace. The
bombings would end, so Iraqi civi,happy. Our troops
lians would
would be safe from friendly and
unfriendly fire, and many of them
would be happy.
It would be wonderful news for
Kuwait's ruling family -- those 1,((X)
or so super-rich Arabs who would no
longer face the bleak prospect of
being exiled billionaires in Egypt.
Paris, Monte Carlo and the Swiss
Alps.
And it would be exciting news for a
lot of American businesses that expect
to be hired to rebuild Kuwait. since
the Kuwaitis aren't good at tedious
work. Some of the businessmen are
already counting on billions in contracts to do the Joh As one of
sad • -They owe us this busines'.
saving them. Maybe. aithough
would think they'd owe the lamilies o1

dead GIs more than some big engineering executives.
But if Hussein pulls out of Kuwait,
will it mean that the war is really
"over"? After all, he would still have
most of his huge army and much of his
massive collection of super-cannons
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and tanks. Sneak that he is, it's likely
that he still has plenty' of poison gas
hidden away for a rainy day. And if he
pays off Iran. where he stashi.xl much
of his air force. they'll probably: let the
planes out of pawn.
In other words, his country will
have been nicked up quite a bit, but
he'll still be there -- another Hitler, a.s
President Bush taught us -- capable of
all sorts of future mischief.
How will that look to most Americans? During the cast month or so, I
have seen more than I 2.26 Americans interviewed on CNN while they
had breakfast at Pearl's Grill in Indiana. Orville's Diner in Arkansas. the
Happy: Fritter Cafe in Idaho, and at
Formica counters all across this great
land. And every blessed one of them,
-waitresses included, said that -Ivtr
should go in there and get rid of
Saddam once and for all, because if
we don't do it now, we'll have to do it
later, and never put off till tomorrow
what you can do today.
Will these patriotic folk be content
to let Hussein w ithdraw without --and
once again I harken back to the words
of our commander in chief -- his ass
tieing kicked? Why. he might ever:
sneer and snicker and say that
really showed us up. How

play to the breakfast crowd at Bubba's
On the other hand, what if Hussein
says nyet to the Soviet peace plan.
What if he says': "Come and get me,
Georgic." Or what if he says yes, and
Bush Says no. After all, Bush has
made it clear that he wants to see
Hussein take early retirement.
Then what do we do? I suppose we
could just keep bombing until everyone in Iraq is dead or deaf. But other
experts say we can't bomb indefinitely
because millions of other Arabs will
hate us more than they do now, if
that's possible. Besides, that would
cost a fortune, which would mean a
stiff tax hike, and there are prudent
limas to patriotism.
So where does that leave us? Oh,
yvis, a grow
in-MOSTC3ses,-thats
nasty business, with body parts flying
every which way. But if you're going
to kick ass, as we've vowed to do, a
ground war is the way to do it. And if
you're lucky, you might still have a
foot left after you kick.
As much as I trust Mr. Perle, the
think-tank hawk, I wish he would go
back on TV and explain it all over
again --how for all practical purposes'
it's over.
For a lot of practical purposes, I'm
still a bit nervous.

Capitol Ideas

The Session That Would Not End
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) — Gov. Wallace Wilkinson wielded an effecline last year in spurring voters to defeat a constitutional amendment
the General Assembly dearly wanted.
The amendment would have empowered lawmakers to call themselves
into special session -- a constitutional preserve of the governor — when
enough of them felt the urge.
Wilkinson said lawmakers, who are paid for each day of a session,
including weekends and holidays, wanted merely a "back-door pay
raise."
Wilkinson's own special session, the longest in 55 years, ended Friday.
It lasted 40 days and cost taxpayers S1.6 million. Some legislators found
irony' in that.
"The frustration with everybody was that there was so much inaction,"
Sen. David Karem, the Senate's majority caucus chairman, said. "The
whole thing could have been compressed into three weeks, four weeks at
the maximum."
Karcm's complaint, one heard several times through The Session That
Would Not End, was that hardly any groundwork had been laid before
legislators hit town.
Bills weren't ready, so only a couple of the legislature's many committees had anything to do when they arrived. And there had been no understanding, no meeting of the minds, with Wilkinson.
"What you were faced with here was no real dialogue, no real communication, or very limited communication, between the executive and the
legislative branch," Karem said.
tive

House Speaker Don Blandford, who made no secret of his displeasure
about being here in the first place, said the General Assembly showered
itself in glory.
He suggested it overcame an absence of direction from the executive
branch to enact legislation on garbage and landfills, drunken driving and
Medicaid funding, among other issues.
"I learned the General Assembly ... can rise to about any occasion,"
Blandford said. "If ever there was a question about the General Assembly
being a responsible branch of government, it has been laid to rest."
Wilkinson was unimpressed, not to mention unsympathetic.
"If they weren't prepared, it was their own fault," the governor said.
His landfill and drunken-driving legislation actually suffered from
advance publicity, Wilkinson said. It gave the "special interests" time to
work against it, he said.
In. contrast, Wilkinson said, the Medicaid issue was intentionally a surprise addition to the session's agenda, which he controls.
As a result, it was the success story of the session. Wilkinson said. The
bill, which will raise Medicaid funds through a tax on doctors and other
health-care providers, sailed through both chambers.
"I'm glad it was added 1*," Wilkinson said. The special interests, he
said. didn't have time to get to it.
Karem and Stumbn said they favor annual legislative sessions, which
also would require a constitutional amendment. Again, they get no sympathy from Wilkinson, who thinks the current arrangement is sufficient.
"Let mc get to the bottom line," he said. "We had IX items on the
(special session) agenda and we passed 16 of them.
"Look at the methods all you want, and complain and cry about them,
but the results are fine."
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Is your TV picture or sound not
what it should be? Here are some
simple checks to make before calling the TV repair technician:
- If there is no picture, sound
or light, make sure the set is
plugged in. Then test the wall outlet with a lamp you know is working. If there is no power, replace
the fuse or reset the circuit breaker
in your home's main electrical control panel. Also reset the TV circuit
breaker, if there is one, on the back
of the set.
Check connections and wires.
Unplug the power cord and examine it for signs of broken insulation, burn marks or loose prongs at
the plug.
-- If the picture is not what it
should be, look for the adjustment
knobs and screws on the front and
rear panels. Most arc for correcting
picture problems and should be
used as instructed in the owner's
manual. Allow the set to warm up
before making adjustments.
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Babies like to look at things and
arc most . attracted by simple
'3 • •
designs, rather than cute and decorative. Some child psychologists say
an
intriguing design will stimulate
FLOOR_
SECOND
a child's cognitive abilities. What
better place to do it but on his back
/RS7
L oriP
in his crib?
The Stim-Mobile by Wimmcr
Ferguson
Child Products of Denver
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The patterns are black and white
and high-contrast, so baby can
study them, reach out to touch
them and be entertained by them.
The Stim-Mobilc is $20. For
more information, call the company
at 1-800-747-2454. Colorado residents call (303) 733-0848.
• • • •
The world of the Alzheimer's
woodwork. It dries slowly to a hard
patient is frustrating, unfamiliar
By The ASSOCIATED PRESS
surface. The paint comes in four and internal. Watching a loved one
levels of gloss: flat, eggshell, semi- being swept down that dark dead
gloss and gloss. You clean up oil- end is painful, but you can conWindow sills, door trim, crown
based paints with paint thinner tinue contact.
moldings and baseboard require a
durable protective finish. A good, (also known as mineral spirits).
Elder Life Products, Inc.. Bedlong-lasting paint job on woodwork
ford, N.H., has developed a line of
Most trim paints cover between
and trim involves careful brush
activity and stimulating materials
150 and 400 square feet of surface
work — and that takes a little
-- toys, if you will — that can be
per gallon. Painters allow about 8
practice..
used through the various stages of
square feet of paintable area for
the disease to maintain the
each window and about 25 square
It's worth the effort, though, to feet of area for each door. Extra
learn how to prepare and paint paint is needed for the window's
woodwork correctly because it trim or casing and its jamb. •
really brightens a room. Done
To determine the surface area of
properly, a good paint:
job lasts for
base and ceiling molding, estimate
many years and withstands
it at 6 inches wide (regardless of By The ASSOCIATED PRESS
repeated cleanings.
actual width) and multiply this
times its length in inches. Divide
In any painting project, first preBreezing through the new "Betthis number by 144 to arrive at the ter Homes & Gardens Household
pare the surface by cleaning and
square-foot surface area. The aver- Hints and Tips" book, you will
patching it, then paint it. If you're
age room does not require a lot of come across ways to repair jewelwoodwork,
and
the
walls
painting
trim paint. A quart will usually do ry, how . to clean a compact disk
begin by patching the walls and the
trim so all surfaces are smooth. it. If you need 3 quarts, buy a and how - to discern a good from a
gallon.
Paint the trim first, then paint the
bad egg.
walls. It's easier to wipe a little
But when you come across the
The material your brush is made
paint off woodwork than to get from should be determined by your section on how to properly pick up
trim paint off a wall.
choice of paint. A brush with an injured bud, how to put a cat in
polyester or nylon bristles is suit- a basket and what to feed a rabbit,
Wash the woodwork with a soluable for latex or oil paint. If you're you will be won over right away.
tion of water and Spic 'n' Span or
The American home today is a
going to buy only one brush, make
whirlwind of electrical equipment,
trisodium phosphate (TSP). If phoit polyester.
sphate cleaners arc banned in your
Brushes made from hog bristle furniture, people of different age
area, use a good household cleaner. (sometimes called China bristle) groups and who knows how many
Rinse the woodwork and let it dry.
are best with oil paints and get pets. If serious about surviving, the
limp when used with latex paint. homemaker must be ready for anyLatex or vinyl (water-based) Good quality bristle brushes are thing. Offering 3,670 pieces of
paints are the predominant choice expensive. Don't buy the inexpen- information, this book covers all
for the home painter and are best
sive ones as they tend to lose their the bases, from basement to chimfor walls. However, latex semigloss
ney. (By the way, to remove rust
bristles.
and enamel (glossy) are not as
abrasion resistant as oil-based
paints (especially important on the
window sash, handrails and sills)
and can't be cleaned as many times
as oil-based paints:
b

.

- If the picture is constantly
grainy on a set with a mechanical
channel selector, jiggle the turner
knob. If the picture clears, unplug
the set. Remove the channel selector knob. Spray tuner cleaner
(available at electronics supply
stores) through the opening.
Replace the knob. The picture may
he distorted for about a half-hour
afterward.
- - If you have a roof antenna
and your TV reception is poor,
check out the problem by hooking
up a set of indoor rabbit ears for
comparison. If this improves reception, you know the roof antenna is
the problem.
Check the lead-in wire that connects the antenna to the TV.
Loosen and then tighten the connections at the set, at the signal
splitter (if you have your FM radio
or a second TV connected to the
antenna), and at the antenna.
- Twin-wire antenna lead-ins
often become loose and drooping
in their projecting standoff brackets. When the lead-in flaps in the

Intriguing designs enhance
child's cognitive abilities
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111101••
1 •• •

Wirray Ledger & Times

Tips for checking television picture, sound
By The ASSOCIATED PRESS
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Woodwork with good, protective
finish lasts longer, brightens room

patient's dignity and level of •functioning for as long as possible.
The Pat n' Fold, for instance, is
for those who arc soothed by
touching different kinds- of materials and by folding and patting. The
Fidget Apron satisfies the need for
folding, buttoning, tying and zipping and is helpful for those who
have a tendency to undress.
For more information on this
line, send a self-addressed, stamped
envelope to Elder Life Products, 15
Constitution Drive., Bedford. Nil.
03102.
• • • •
A remote-control heater, by Duracraft, Sudbury, Mass., is a great
idea but not as terrific as the manufacturer would have you believe.
Yes, it is a 1500-watt, portable.
heater that leats up the- room
quickly: Yes, it has a tip-over
switch that shuts off the unit
should it fall forward.
Yes, the remote control works,
sort of. The unit tested was recalcitrant when it came to taking commands from the remote controller.
One has to be in exactly the right
position to get the heater to turn
on, off or high and low.
Otherwise, it looks great and
works best if you get up and turn
the controls manually. The heater
is $140 through Reliable Office
Supplies, 1-800-869-6000.

"Better Homes & Gardens" book
available with many helpful hints

Questions & Answers
By The ASSOCIATED PRESS
Q. -- My wife and I arc doing
extensive renovation on our summer home. We have, most, projects
pretty well in hand, but one of the
toughest jobs we find is driving
nails in concrete. Do you have any.
tips that can help us in this area'?
A. --- There's no. getting around
it, driving concrete nails is difficult
work. If you have a lot of nailing
to do, you can rent power equipment that will- make the job go considerably easier. In any event, here
are a few pro tricks that will help
you with almost any nailing job
you have.
The first tip is to use a 2-pound
mash hammer when driving concrete nails. Carpenter's hammers
are Rol intendehl fur drwg444_
ened steel nails or tools, and the
lightweight carpenter's hammer --usually 16 ounces --- is too light
for driving nails into concrete.
Another tip is to use a masonn,
bit and predr
11 holes through the wood piece and
into the concrete wall or floor. You
can have good success if you're
driving nails into concrete that is
less than one year old. Older concrete is very dense, and it is almost
impossible to get a nail into it
without predrilling an undersized
hole, then driving the concrete nail.

•

•

•

If your dog loves to run out to
the driveway to greet guests, at
least give them a sign.
You can get Dog Crossing Signs
which are yellow and black ---according to US Road and Highway specifications — and are 18
by 18 inches. They are made from
weather-resistant enamel on steel.
They come in Lab, Brittany, English Setter, Golden, Pointer, Springer and Chesapeake breeds and are
S29.95 through Orvis Co. of Manchester, Vt., by calling
1-800-541-3541.

Watch for
Murray Supply
Wholesale
Electric

Warehouse
Clearance
Sale
Sat., March 2!

Life, Major Medical, Annuities,
Medicare Supplement, Nursing
Home, Home Health Care.

Purdom, Thurman
& McNutt
407 Maple

•

If you are fastening wood to
concrete block walls, drive the
nails into the mortar joints, not into
the block. The hollow cores of the
concrete block will just collapse if
you try to drive a nail into them.
The mortar joint offers a solid
masonry nailing surface that will
hold a nail. You may prefer to use
flat, or cut, concrete nails for nailing into mortar joints between concrete block, and use ordinary round
concrete nails for nailing wall sole
plates into concrete slab floors
The development of construction
adhesive has been a real plus for
difficult fastening jobs. Apply a
bead of construction adhesive to
any piece of wood before nailing
the wood to concrete. The adhesive
bead will help bridge over any irreTotal spots lit the LuitClt.I.C, and i11
allow you to fasten with fewer
nails.

ASK ME ABOUT

1511

stains from a stainless-steel sink.
use a lemon wedge.)
The book makes good reading,
good referencing and good giving.
It costs $20 softcover and S3()
hardcover at bookstores.

with a bit of rubbing alcohol, white
vinegar or window cleaner.
SAFETY PRECAUTIONS.
--- Unless you're skilled in electronic appliance repair, never
remove the back cover of your "I V
set or perform internal repairs. An
error in reassembly might cause
radiation to escape or a fire hazard.
Moreover, touching parts inside the
set might cause a severe shock,
even with the power cord
unplugged.
— The power cord plug of some
sets has one prong with a widened
tip. The wide prong is meant to fit
only the wide, or neutral slot of the
wall receptacle. Never file the wide
prong down or try to plug it into an
extension cord or plug rather than
the outlet.
-- Don't block the ventilation
slots in the cabinet or place the set
near a radiator or in a small
enclosed space.
--- If the cabinet is damaged,
there may be a shock hazard Have
a trained technician examine the
set.

wind, the TV picture flip-flops and
color fades in and out. Make sure
that this wire is fitted snugly along
its entire length.
Cleaning Tips
Unplug the TV set before cleaning it.
- Let the set cool before cleaning the face of the picture tube.
Spray the face with a commercial
glass cleaner and wipe it with a
soft cloth.
,
Except 'for the TV screen,
avoid using spray cleaners directly
on the set. You may damage the
wiring or clog the ventilation or
sound-producing holes. Instead,
spray the cleaner onto your cleaning cloth
TV cabinets arc usually made
of plastic or wood. veneer.
(lean plastic exteriors with mild
soap and warm water, using a cloth
wrung nearly dry to prevent drips.
Dust wood veneer cabinets frequently with a soft. clean, slightly
damp cloth. lo clean metal
cabinets, chrome or any other shiny
trim, use a soft cloth moistened

DAN McNUTT
753-4451

99° MOVIES
Every
Da!
Monday-Saturday

RENTALSALES
CENTER
200 E. Mein St.

hiurrey

7534201

dir

PHOTO COUPON

Wednesday
is

Latex trim paints dry quickly,
and this makes it difficult to avoid
lap marks — even for the most
experienced painters. These paints
dry to a softer and more flexible
film than oil-based paints. Objects
placed on latex paint can stick in
place if left a long time, even after
the paint has dried.

DOUBLE DAY

M-F
9.7
Sat.
9.
5:30

On the plus side, latex paint is
easy to clean up. Spills wipe up
with water, and brushes can be

Second Set of Prints

FREE!
Every Wednesday receive a second set

of prints absolutely FREE
quickly washed in the sink. And
because it doesn't contain
petroleum-distilled solvents, latex
paint is less of a threat to the
environment.
Oil-based paint provides a tough,
durable finish that's ideal for

Charlie's Safe-T
Discount Pharmacy
Glendale at Whitnell

Turf
Care
your lawn care professionals
FERTILIZING • WEED CONTROL • INSECT CONTROL

753-1320
Customer Service
Direct Line

•

•

Your Lawn Is Our Business. Guaranteed.

753-4175

.446.0611

*.•
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Burkeen, editor

Community events listed
Tuesday, Feb. 26

Wednesday, Feb. 27

Wednesday, Feb. 27

Murray TOPS (take off pounds
sensibly) Club will meet at 7 p m.
at Southside Manor Recreational
Room. For information call
759-1625

Office, third flonr. MurrayCalloway County Hospital. For
information call Nancy Rose,
director.

Events at First Christian Church
will include Children's Choir at
5:30 p.m.; Wonderful Wacky Wednesdays at 6 p.m. and Chancel
Choir at 7:15 p.m.

Bingo will be at 7 p m at
Knights of Columbus building on
Squire Hale Road Doors will open
at 6 p.m.
Murray Lions.Club will meet at
6.30 p.m. at Murray Woman's Cub
House.
Auditions for Third Annual Weo
Kentucky Playwrights Festival
be at 7 p.m. at Playhouye in
:he Park For infortra:•on

Purchase Senior Games Bowling
Tournament will be at 2 p.m. at
Corsette Lanes. Murray. For information call 753-0929.
Senior citizens' activities will be
a: Weaks Center from 9 a.m. to 4
p m and at Hazel Center from 10
3 rri to 2 p.m.
Bible classes will be at 7 p.m. at
Uniscrsits Church of Christ.
classes will be at 7 p.m. at
Glendale Road Church of Christ.

Elm Grove Baptist
Events
Fresh Start Free Smok:ng Ce•sa
wi;l include Brotherhood,
::on Program will he a: 5.30 rn
Women„Acteens, RAs.
Bar:
in board room of Murras-Cal,,ru ay
YY1:,,or; Friends and BYW at
C
County Hospital
'
A comedian will perform !rce.
" 30 p.m. in Curtis Center Slab ',..s.
lsiarray State Unisersity
Kay Bates. soprano. and Mane
Taylor. pianist. will perform 4: S
7J M. in Farrell Recital Hall of Dv'.
le Fine Arts Center. Murray St:I:::
Un.versity Admission is free
Fourth District High School
Basketball Tournament will begin
2: 'S p.m at CallOway County High
hool
Wednesday. Feb. 27
Fourth DtStr1Ct High School
Basketball Tournament will con:!nue a: 6 7 m at Callow-as County

Events at First Baptist Church
include Bible Study at 9:45
air.. Fellowship Supper and Youth
Haldbells a: 5:30 p.m.; Library
0:sen a: 6 l5 p m.. Home Missions
Studs. Klaymau Fellowship and
Children's Choirs at 6:30 p.m.;
San,:uary Choir at 7:45 p.m.
Everit.s a: Grace Baptist Church
mclude Youth Bible Study and
. Adrul: Bible Study at 7 p.m..; WeekIy Workers' meeting at M p.m.
Even:s a: Memorial Baptist
Chiurch will include supper at 6
p.71-1 Prayer Service at 7 p.m.:
Sanc:uary Choir at 8 p.m.
F'. en: at S:. Leo Catholic
-,h will in,:lude CREED Series
7r.. NEI learn for High
p m . RCIA at

ki_rray Osereaters Anorismou,
•
nuo.e beginners
and. regular 7
CO!r,771...:7:!‘
4

,

Covenant
Handbell
. Youth Club at 5
Night Fellowship
.
•..oic,:; Choir a: 7- 30

Rowlett speaker for club
Wesley Rowell
rr-c region and kept a
re,u,ted in published
rc gei,graphy, geology.
,..thrology of the area in
amil ;919 that the
acres became The Grand
•
Pek It is consid,even natural

By LULA BELLE HODGES
Murray Maw n• Club R•pon••
,
Rowlett sy a:-;)r the January mee:ing
'vt(tr7ay Magazine Club
‘14:,,cstic Royale. Holiday Inn. The
nal program topic on the theme
'The Grandest of the Grand "
The Gr'and Cary on "
Mrs Rowlett brought ou: m.
.71:cresting facts abou: the -rnoY:
artistic. intricate and complex yys
:ern of canyons. gorges and ravines
the vvor;d." cut by the Coorad

dasilA
THEATRE Si
•
e
lei".'1-4

rc:.rd proles.7a
`.4
:eDcpartment of Education
Stated University. She
• :nlroduced
Nomne Winter
vice president.
:::•cnk.;.: :nu meeting for business.
She ;:-.:7-.-duced :the new officers for
l:+9, Edit Noffsinger. president;
(l).yer; tlea:y, vice president; Lula
Fk.le Hodges. secretary: Clinton
treasurer She then turned
toe rrice: ng over to President
Noffyirger
were g:ven by Frances
;c:cretar.y, and Mrs. Row- • The invocation was
!-)
MAenzie.
Refre0-imer... of dessert and
bcver..4.c were served to the 1
members by the hostess, Gwen
Healy The silk flower arrangement
at the speaer's table was taken to
Olga Freeman. a member who is
recuperating from an illness.
The next meeting of the club
be a luncheon on Friday.
March i, at 11 a.m. in Commonwealth Room...Curris Center. Murray State University.
▪

King Ralph
(PG)

Rent )our motierat iltt mu'.
10004( Ite•t nut • 753 3111
Open I I'am t.) 10 pm

One newborn admission, dismissals and one expiration at Murray Calloway County Hospital for Friday. Feb. 22, have been released as
follows:
Newborn admission
Grogan baby girl, parents, Mary
and Rick, Rt. I, Sedalia.
Dismissals
Mrs. Susan K. Page and baby
boy. Rt. 3, Box 136, Fulton; Miss
Sharyn K. Hollingsworth. Rt. 1,
Box 175. Hazel; Miss Christi B.
Sorrels. 1711 Keenland, Murray;
Mrs. Leta Rutland, Rt. 4, Box
111. Murray; Mrs. Inez C. Hopkins. Rt. I. Box 618, Dexter; Mrs.
Rhoda Southern, GR 3 Box 4, Hilldalc,Apts., Hardin;
Mrs. Janice Farris, Northwinds,
North 16th B. Murray; Mrs. Edna
Tucker. P.O. Box 683, Murray:

Mrs. Era M. Childers, P.O. Box
114, Puryear, Tenn.;
Mrs. Elvie Carson, 620 La For
leue, Murray; Mrs. Jessie Bailey,
624 Ellis Dr., Murray; Charles W.
Rholand. Rt. 1, Box 282, Puryear,
Tenn.;
Mrs. Evelyn M. Byrne, [IC Box
201, New Concord; Kenneth Jackson. 1301 Farris, Murray; Mrs.
Erma R. Nanney, 411 South Eighth
St., Murray'.
Expiration
Mrs. Joyce E. Beach. Rt. 2,
Murray.
Four newborn admissions and
dismissals at Murray -Calloway
County Hospital for Saturday. Feb.
23, have been released as follows:
Newborn admissions
Rich baby boy. parents. Deborah

Man Mc( anon & Mar•ann Cathet
Take advantage of our
Professional Interior
Design Services.
You & Your Home
Deserve It'
ra11 For An In-Home
Consultation
Southside Shopping Center
753-3321

Chambers. For information call
753-1421 or 753-1621.
Health Express of Murray Calloway County Hospital will be
at Farmer & Merchant Bank, Bumpus Mills, Tenn., from 9 to 11 a.m.

and David, P.O. Box 366, Camden,
Tenn.;
Dial baby boy, parents, Vickie
and Jerome, P.O. Box 42, Almo;
On baby boy, parents, Angela
and Tommy, 1501 Oak Knoll Ln.,
Virginia Beach, Va.;
Freeman baby boy, parents,
CrystalAnd Steven, P.O. Box 483,
Benton.
Dismissals
Mrs. Oneida George, 607 South
Ninth St., Mayfield; Mrs. Quillie
G. McKinney, RL 1, Box 11, Kirksey; Mrs. Mabel W. Pickard, Rt. 7,
Box 182, Murray;
James L. Gargus, Rt. 2, Box 58,
Clinton; Mrs. Tammy J. Wallace,
Rt. 1, Box 73-E, Big Rock, Tenn.;
Mrs. Mary E. Furches, RL 7, Box
149, Murray;
(Cont'd on page 71

Kathie Pierce, Health Promotions
Director of Murray-Calloway
County Hospital, presented a
program on "Body Cues" at the
January meeting of Zeta Department of Murray Woman's Club.
Hostesses were Sadie Fulton,
Minnie Craig, Marie Deal, Lois
Fairfield, Jane Fitch and Marilyn
Forrest. The department will
have a luncheon meeting on
Thursday. Feb. 28, at 11:30 a.m.
in Commonwealth Room, Curris
Center, Murray State University.
Music will be by Richard Jones.
Hosteses will be Mildred Robertson, Jo Elkins, Edwina Garrison,
Cathryn Garrott, Lula Belle
!lodges and Ruth Caldwell.

DATEBOOK
Kimberly Nicole Hagan born
Mr. and Mrs. William Hagan of 801 Hurt Dr., Murray, are the parents
of a daughter. Kimberly Nicole, weighing six pounds seven ounces, measuring 191/2 inches, born on Thursday, Feb. 21, at Vanderbilt Medical
Center, Nashville, Tenn. The mother is the former Regina Ray. They have
a son, Matthew Ray, 2. Grandparents are Dell Ray and Barbara Delk,
Murray, and William and Charlene Hagan. Owensboro. A greatgrandmother is Mrs. Grace McCoy, Paducah.

National Pageant scheduled
An All-American National Pageant, sponsored by Metroplitan Pageants,
Inc.. will be Saturday and Sunday. March 9 and 10, at the Sheraton Airport. Memphis. Tenn. Divisions for girls are 0 to 18 months, 19 to 35
months. 3 to 4 years. 5 to 6 years, 7 to 9 years, 10 to 12 yers, 13 to 15
years. and 16 and over; and for boys of all ages. Each one's beauty fee is
paid and each will receive a special discount if one enters before March 1.
For entry forms and more information call 753-9866.

—Applications are-due-March /
Financial aid applications for Murray State University students planning to attend classes this summer are now available and arc to be filed
no later than Friday, March 1. Applications can be picked up in the Student Financial Aid Office in Sparks Hall. Johnny McDougal, director of
student financial aid, said "students must complete an aplication separate
from the one they filed for the regular school year. Even students currently receiving grants or loans or who are working under the student employment programs need to complete a separate summer-term application."
Two five-week summer terms are scheduled June 3 to July 3 and July 8 to
Aug. 9.

Card party planned March 7
The annual luncheon and card party by-Garden Department of Murray,.
Woman's Club has been scheduled for Thursday, March 7. at 12 noon at
the club house, South Seventh and Vine Streets. Tickets arc $6 per person
and may be purchased by calling Gloria McLaughlin. 753-5338. or any
member of the Garden Department.

Murray State University Chapter of the Public Relations Student Society of America will hold an open meeting on Thursday, Feb. 28, at 7 p.m.
in Cumberland Room, third floor, Curris Center, MSU. Open PRSSA
meetings are held on the last Thursday of every month. PRSSA members
and interested students are encouraged to attend, a chapter member said.

Senior bowling event Wednesday
Purchase Area Senior Games will hold its local Bowling Tournament
on Wednesday. Feb. 27, at 2 p.m. at Corvette Lanes, Murray. Any male or
female who is 55 years of age or more may participate in this event. Winners will be broken down into male/female and into five age categories.
The first, second and third place winners will go on to compete in the
Regional Tournament at Cardinal Lanes, Paducah. on March 8. Cost for
entry fee is $5 plus $1.25 per lane. Any person who participated in last
year's events is pre-registered and does not have to pay the $5. For more
information call Les Parrish at 753-22(12 or Martha Covey at 753-1893.

palc
A meeting for pa
and Sunday School directors of smaller Baptist
churches in the are will be Friday and Saturday, March 1 and 2. at
Jonathan Creek Bap st Assembly. A two-hour session will be Friday
evening and a three-hour session will he Saturday morning, according to
the School School Board of the Southern Baptist Convention. A continental breakfast and lunch for all participants will be provided on Saturday.
Help with leading Bible Teaching Programs will be given and materials
will also be available. For information call 437-4203.

Patients are dismissed

Love Singers will be at Hazel
The Rev. Willie Love and the Love Singers of Nashville, Tenn., will
present a program at Chestnut Grove A.M.E. Church, Hazel, on Sunday,
March 3, at 7 p.m. The public is invited to hear this singing group, a
church spokesperson said.

PAAMI will meet Thursday

LaDg -A1-

CaUrn
ilintattert

6 a m -10 pm
Doily

12th & Sycamore

We Want To Be
Your Place!

*Big Breakfast Special - Everyday $1.85
*Country Ham Breakfast Special - Sat & Sun.
*Weekeday Noon Buffet w/Salad Bar - $3.95
*Big Sunday Noon Buffet w/Salad Bar - $3.95
753-8080 - Pvt. Party Room Available

=

(Co

James Keaton Tate born
Mr. and Mrs. Jimmy Tate—OT Murray are the parentsof -Z-SCITI; -I locs
Keaton, weighing eight pounds seven ounces, measuring 21 inches, horn
on Saturday. Feb. 9, at Murray-Calloway County' Hospital. They have one
daughter, Maggie Jaye. Grandparents are Ms. Carolyn Ayers of Dresden.
Tenn., Jim Ayers of Murray, and James and Dorothy Tate of Milan. Tenn.

1

By Abgail
Van Buren

Broken Engagement Doesn't
Mean Woman Keeps Ring
DEAR ABBY:If you ever get tired prize and to assuage his guilt, he
of writing your advice column, you told Damsel No. I she could keep
should consider the legal profession. the ring.
You had a letter in your column
I'm with the Iowa judge. An
recently concerning an engagement engagement ring is more than
ring. The question: If a man gives a just a ring — it signifies a promgirl an engagement ring and four ise to wed. And if the wedding
hours later they break up, should does not take place, the ring
the woman return the ring?
should be returned to the perYou said, "The gentleman has son who paid for it.
every nght to expect the lady to
return the ring. And if she doesn't,
she's no lady."
DEAR ABBY -Shocked,- -Eck
I recently 'read an item in the
Iowa City Press-Citizen that said, cated" and -Disillusioned Teacher"
"Engagement rings become real gifts were all addressing the lack of eduonly when the wedding happens,and cated high-school graduates iii thi
mustotherwise be returned,the Iowa country. This is not a new 1ue.
Politicians, educators and businessCourt of Appeals has ruled."
The judges said it didn't matter men have been lamenting this proliwho did the jilting. The court re- lem for years_ I do not pretend to
jected as sexist and archaic earlier have the solution to this crisis,
rulings that let courts award an however, there is something every
engagement ring to the person who parent could do to alleviate the problem.
was jilted.
When my son's first-grade teacher
IOWA ABBY FAN
told us that "John" was not doing
DEAR FAN:I've had that"who very well in school, my wife and I
owns the ring" question put to allocated one to two hours an eveme in a variety of situations. ning to help him study while we
Examples:The couple enjoyed a actively coached him. John was not
three-year engagement with happy about the toss of his free time
"sleeping-over privileges,"so the for play or television. And we were
woman felt that she had earned not happy about our own loss of rethe diamond engagement ring. laxation time. We felt that the sac(Well, if she "earned" it, that rifice was necessary to make him a
good student before he developed
makes her a professional.1
In another situation, after a bad attitudes or bad habits.
I am happy to report that our
two-year engagement,"Romeo"
met another damsel who stole study time has made the family
his heart. So, as a consolation closer. John is now doing better in
school He no longer needs a lot of
time to complete his studies, and we
have not missed the time that we
spent with him. Sign me ...
CATCH THEM WHILE THEY'RE
Weddings er 'Things
YOUNG IN MUNDELEIN, ILL.
CUSTOM MADE DRESSES FOit
'Weddings 'Proms 'Pageants
PEAR CATCH THEM:You are
absolutely right. One cannot
Complete Live Of
Specialty Fabric
expect children with poor study
habits to blossom miraculously
TUXEDO RENTAL
into scholars without superviWedding invtiattons,
sion and additional coaching
Veils, Headpieces, etc.
from a caring parent or care"rues Sat 10 am 5 p.m.
taker. You made an investment
247-5665
in time and patience,and it paid
Hwy. 641 Ptiryear
off. Congratulations.
*

Local persons recently dismissed from Paducah hospitals include the
following: Patricia McCarthy and Castle Parker, Murray, from Western
Baptist; Larry Jones, Murray, from Lourdes.
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Area event at Jonathan Creek

Open PRSSA meeting Thursday

District 13 of Kentucky Nurses' Association will meet Thursday. Feb.
28, at 5:30 p.m. at Seven Seas Restaurant. Nadine Turner, RN, MSN, will
be the speaker. She will discuss her recently published book, My Journey
in Nursing. Mrs. Turner retired as director of nursing at Murray-Calloway
County Hospital. All members and interested persons are invited to
attend.
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Babies, dismissals, expirations released

Turner will speak for nurses

Dances with
Wolves (PG13) 73°

Bargain Matinees
Sat & Sun. Only
Adult 3.00 Child 2.50

Meeting of Local Emergency
Planning Committee will be at 4
p m at Murray City Hall Council

The Purchase Area Alliance for the Mentally Ill (PAAMI) will meet
Thursday, Feb. 28, at 7 p.m. in the Oval Room, Lourdes Hospital, Paducah. Mayoral Candidate Robert Coleman will speak. PAAMI is a support
group for the family members of the mentally ill.

Sleeping With
The Enemy (R) 705
9 00

L.A. Story
(PG13)
7.20
Starring Steve Marton 9-15

Events at Calloway Count) Publ-

ic Library will include Parents and
Twos at 9:30 a.m. and Story Hours
at 10.30 am. and 3:30 p.m.
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The Kentucky Education Reform Act
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Educators know that the activities and experiences children have
before they start school can affect
how they learn and how they feel
about learning. Studies show that
high-quality early childhood education programs help children develop physically, socially, emotionally, and intellectually so they are
more likely to be excited about
going to school and doing well.
The Kentucky Education Reform
Act makes early childhood education an important part of every
school district's program. Beginning this year, most school districts
have Offered half-day preschool
education programs for 4-year-old
children who may be "at risk" of
educational failure - children
whose social or economic circumstances may not offer them many
of the advantages and experiences
that children in other circumstances
have.
B) the 1991-92 school year, all
district.s will offer such programs,
plus programs for 3-and 4-yearolds who have handicapping
conditions.
All of the children will participate in activities planned especially
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Austin Mathis, Rt. 3, Box
lurray; Michael Ray Stephens. P.O. Box 40, Hazel; Mrs.
• ietTyttrs f3sbron;-ftt. 2, Box i46-G,
Buchanan. Tenn.;
Chris Lynn Manning, RI 1, Box
198-A, Kirksey; Miss Robyn Elizabeth McGee, J&J Apts. YRI #20,
Murray;
Mrs. Mary J. Beeler, 1707-A
Ridgewood, Murray; Mrs. Richcla
Cy Carson, Rt. 2, Box 143-M, Murra); Mrs. Laura Leigh Key, Rt. 1,
Box 285-a, Mayfield;
Mrs. Carla J. Jones and baby
715 College Cts., Murray;
Mrs. Sandra J. Montgomery and
rraby girl, P.O. Box 205,

'Feather"
ck of ethics in t his
F•W

;iibertsville;
Mrs. Carolyn Louise Henson and
i‘ahy boy. Rt. 4, Box 185, Benton;
‘liss Janet Louise Gibson, Rt. 5,
tox 1231, Murray.
ho newborn admissions, dismissals and one expiration at
Murray-Calloway County Hospital
for Sunday, Feb. 24, have been
released as follows:

Newborn admissions
Joyce baby girl, parents, Teresa
and Charles, Rt. 5, Box 185,
Benton;
Turner baby girl. parents, Valeria and Kevin, Rt. 1, Box 74A,
Murray.

Dismissals
Mrs. Mary Beth Grogan and
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new early childhood education
program.

How does the early childhood
program identify a child as being
"at risk"?
The child must be eligible for
the federal free lunch program.

Does that mean all "free lunch"
students are at risk"?
Certainly not every student who
comes from an economically disadvantaged family will automatically
have problems in school. But
because so many of them benefit
from extra attention and exposure
to new experiences, the KERA
includes in the "at risk" category
all children who are eligible for the
federal free lunch program.

for 4-year-olds? Is the program for
all children or just those "at risk"
or handicapped?
The program for children "at
risk" includes low-income children
of all ability levels, including those
identified as handicapped or gifted.
Other children who are not eligible
for free lunch may enroll in the
preschool program if space is available. Districts are encouraged to
serve all 4-year-old children if they
have the resources to do so.

Doran awarded CDA
for oustanding work

How many "at risk" children arc
expected to enroll in the public
school's preschool program in
1990-91?
The Department of Education
estimates that 7,400 youngsters
may enroll in the first year of the
program.

Who will be eligible for the
state-funded preschool program for
children with handicaps?
To participate a child must have
a handicapping condition as
defined by state or federal law and
be 3 or 4 years of age.

Do eligible 4-year-olds have to
attend? Must preschoolers with
handicaps attend?
The law says that districts must
offer preschool education to eligible children and must notify
parents that the program is available. However, parents decide
whether their 3-and 4-year old
children will participate.

Kaye Doran of Cincinnati, Ohio,
awarded a Child Development Associate (CDA) Credential
in recognition of outstanding work
with young children. The credential
has been

was awarded by the Council for
Early Childhood Professional Recognition in Washington, D.C.,
which represents the early childhood profession through its affiliation with the National Association
for the Educational of Young
Children.
Doran is presently director of the
Kinder-Care Learning Center at
Bethesda North Hospital in Cincinnati. The center is an on- site child
care center for the employees of
the hospital as well as practicing.
physicians and their staff. She lives
in Cincinnati with her husband,
Joe, who is a pastor/chaplain,
daughter, Amy and son, Johnathan.
She is the former Kaye Hale and
the daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Reid
Hale of Murray.

May students not eligible for
free lunch take part in the program

SPACE CENTER, Houston (AP)
--- Tests show space shuttle Discovery should be able to fly safely
next month with cracked door
hinges, but further study is needed,
NASA said Monday.
The cracks, also bound on the
shuttle Columbia, were caused by
wear and tear to the two doors on
the belly of the orbiter, said Dan
Gcrmany, manager of the orbiter
projects office at Johnson Space
Center.
"It is not something we think we
can't handle," Germany said.
Discovery tentatively is scheduled to lift off on a military mission early next month. Top NASA
officials will decide later this week
whether to proceed with the flight
or return the shuttle to the hangar

the two flapper doors for fuel lines
to the massive external tank. The
doors are supposed to shut tightly

once the tank drops off after liftoff.
Failure to do so could cause the
shuttle to he destroyed by the
intense heat of atmospheric reentry.
The mechanism that opens and
closes the door is cracked on three

of Discovery's four hinges, Germany said. Two of Columbia's
hinges have cracks.
Hinges on NASA's third shuttle,
Atlantis, appear fine, he said.
NASA tested Columbia's doors
on Sunday, duplicating the condition of Discovery's doors. Ger-

Spring fire season
begins in March,
officials report
Spring fire season will begin on
March 1 and continue through May
15. During this time it is illegal to
burn between the hours of midnight
and 4:30 p.m.
During fire season an airplane
will be flying to report any fires
burning before 4:30 p.m. Anyone
found burning illegally will be
issued a citation to appear in court,
according to Ron Talent, Forest
Ranger, in Calloway County.
. Talent is asking the local residents to burn only after 4:30 p.m.,
and even then they should not burn
if it is dry and windy. If a fire
burns out of control after 4:30 p.m.
the person responsible is liable for
any damage and could be issued a
citation, Talent said. All fires
should be attended until extinguished. he added.

baby girl, Rt. 1, Sedalia; Benjamin
Wyatt, 709 Goodman, Murray;
James Jenkins, 1810 Sherry Lane,
Ivlurra!

Mrs. Donna M. McManus and
baby boy, Rt. 1, Box 177C, Kirksey; Scott E. Hawkins, 610 La Follette, Murray; Leon Cude, Rt. 7,
Box 116, Mayfield;
Mrs. Lisa M. Cathey and baby
boy, P.O. Box 74, Kirksey; Mrs.
Dorothy Kraemer, 1615 Magnolia,
Murray; Mrs. Augusta Lumm, Fern
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Terrace Lodge, Murray.
Expiration
Mrs. Mary Nell Raymer. Rt. 2,
Box 106, Paris, Tenn.
One newborn admission and dismissals at Murray-Calloway County Hospital for Monday, Feb. 25,
have been released as follows:

Newborn admission
Caldwell baby boy, parents, Paula and Bobby, 4141/2 North Eighth
St., Murray.

Dismissals
Mrs. Angela Orr and baby boy,
1501 Oak Knoll Ln., Virginia
Beach, Va.; Mrs. Vickie Jane Dial
and baby boy, P.O. Box 42, Almo;
Mrs. Crystal Freeman and baby
boy, P.O. Box 483, Benton; Carl
Stout Jr., 227 Wildwood, Frankfort; Mrs. Nelda Wiggins, RL 2,
Box 57, Murray;
James Harrison, Box 74, Hardin;
Mrs. Norma Turner, Rt. 2, Box
211, Purycar, Tenn.; Mrs. Thelma
Walker, Rt. 3, Box 319, Murray;
Eunice Housden, Rt. 2, Box
75A, Hazel; Hollis Roberts, 623
North Fourth St., Murray; Mrs.
Dessie Green, Rt. 5, Mayfield;
Mrs. Dewie Futrell, 405 South
Fourth St., Murray; Oren Hull, Rt.

7, Box 148, Murray; Henry Cunningham, Rt. 1, Box 118, Almo;
Mrs. Hazel Henderson, Rtg. 2,
Box 109, Murray; Mrs. Floye
Malone, 306 Graves Hillview Dr.,
Cadiz.

1.E()

Body discovered
near Hopkinsville
identified Monday

Kaye Doran

Receipts live up
to expectations
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) Receipts for Kentucky's General
Fund kept pace with expectations
during January, but also may have
hinted at future uncertainty,
according to figures the Finance
Cabinet released Monday.
The General Fund took in $406.2
million in January, which was 22.3
percent higher than the same month
in 1990.
For the first seven months of the
fiscal year that ends June 30, General Fund receipts were 22.9 percent higher than a year ago. In
order to meet revenue projections
and maintain a balanced budget,
receipts must increase 22.7 percent.
Sales tax receipts grew by 17.4
percent during the month and have
increased by 18.8 percent for the
year. But the sales tax was
increased by a penny this budget
year, from 5 cents to 6 cents. As a
result, sales tax receipts should
grow by at least 20 percent.
A statement from the cabinet
said there was no ready explanation
for the lower-than -expected sales
tax receipts. Officials speculated
that reduced economic activity and
late payments could be causes.

Can chiropractor help scoliosis?
By Peter H. Gott, M.D.
DEAR DR. GOTT- I'm a 22-yearold female with scoliosis. I was treated with a Boston back brace for three
years and have been out of the brace
for six years now. A recent spinal film
showed the curve had not changed A
free spinal exam by a local chiropractor was performed, and he strongly
recommends treatment Does the chiropractor have anything to offer me/
DEAR READER Since you have
stopped growing, braces and exercise
will not cure your spinal curvature
(scoliosis). This condition is permanent and can only be altered by surgery to re-align the bones that are
mal-positioned.
Such an operation is delicate and
extensive, it should be undertaken
only by an orthopedic specialist or
neurosurgeon who is familiar with the
surgical treatment of scoliosis Also,
the operation is usually reserved for
patients with severe or disfiguring
spinal abnormalities.
In most cases, scoliosis patients do
not need surgery As I'm sure you
have discovered, scoliosis is often associated with chronic back pain because the heavy back muscles must
perform extra work (to help support
the curved spine), and they readily
spasm from this additional burden

Therefore, the back pain of scoliosis
can be helped by massage, special exercises, physical therapy, heat and in many cases - chiropractic manipulation, which reduces muscle tension and spasm.
As long as your orthopedic surgeon
agrees that chiropractic therapy will
not lead to further harm, such as
nerve damage, I see no reason why
you shouldn't have this treatment. Remember, however, that the chiropractor will not affect or cure the basic difficulty, which is a mechanical
malpositioning of your spinal bones.
The chiropractic manipulation - and
the other methods I mentioned may make you more comfortable by
relieving muscle spasm
DEAR DR GOTT Recently the
drug company I work for has adopted
a random drug-testing policy. Will
they be able to detect marijuana in
my system through urine testing and
if so, how long will the drug reside in
my body/
DEAR READER:The psychoactive
ingredient in marijuana, tetrahydrocannabinol, can be measured in the
urine. Traces of urinary THC can be
detected up to three weeks after
smoking the drug More important,
THC remains in the body much longer
than a matter of weeks; it is stored in
fatty tissue, especially in the brain

and the reproductive tract, for years.
Therefore, while urinary excretion
of THC may cease after a few weeks,
the drug remains bound in the body's
organs. The significance of this finding is unknown. As an example, experts are not sure if brain-bound THC
continues to affect thinking and behavior For this reason, I urge you to
discontinue smoking marijuana, if
you are unable to do so, I advise you to
get help
To give you more information. I am
sending you a free copy of my Health
Report "Help II - Mental /Substance
Abuse " Other readers who would like
a copy should send $1 25 with their
names and addresses to P.0 Box
91369. Cleveland, OH 44101-3369 Be
sure to mention the title.
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Call FRANCES DRAKE (24 hrs.)
Forecast for Today or the Future
1 900 226 0360
SI a minute

6 a m -10 p Daily
12th & Sycamore

Have we got a
deal for you...

FREE SLICE OF HOMEMADE PIE
WITH ANY DINNER OR STEAK AFTER 4 P.M

Our Dinners start at $3.95 - Offer Good Thru March 11
753-8080 - Pvt Party Room Available

Nom am

"" vow

HAVE YOU PAID
YOUR BILL?
Due to the postage increase and supply
costs we are now only sending out one
renewal notice per month.
When you receive your subscription order
blank to renew your paper please pay no
later than the 24th of the month. This will
help keep the cost ofthe paper from going up
and insure you that your service will not be
interrupted.

(?) 091 NEWSPArtli F:NTERPRISE ASSN
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PETER
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HOPKINSVIII F Ky.. tAp4
A body found at the Western Kentucky Fairgrounds was identified
Monday as a missing Hopkinsville
real-estate agent, Sue Spears Lail.
county Coroner DORIS Lamb said.
Two youths walking across the
fairgrounds discovered the body in
woods let to a field used for parking Saturday.
Lamb said the identification as
made through dental records. The
cause of death was strangulation.
he said.
Ms. Lail, 65, had been missing
since De,c. 1.
Police have suspected foul play
ever since she disappeared. They
believed she was abducted from
her home and killed.
Lamb said Ms. Lail was .killed
about the time of her
disappearance.
Funeral arrangements were
incomplete Monday.

many called the results a "confidence builder."
Engineers do not know how long
the hinges have been damaged or
whether Discovery flew with the
cracks in October, Germany said.
Since that flight, the shuttle's two
flapper doors have been opened
and closed 70 to 80 times, he said.
NASA is proceeding as planned
for Discover's eight-day flight,
which will be highlighted by the
first spacewalks since 1985. Two
astronauts will erect a 48-foot-long
rail in the shuttle's open cargo bay,
and operate carts along the line int
preparation for NASA's proposed
space station.

Your Individual
Horoscope

for repairs, which would cause a
delay of several weeks or more.
There are two hinges on each of
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their age group - activities
designed to prepare them for success in school.
Read on for answers to questions
commonly asked about Kentucky's
for

PAGF: 7

Shuttle may fly even with cracked hinge

Early childhood programs
(Local school districts have
implemented several new educational programs because of the
package of laws known as the
KERA (Kentucky Education
Reform Act), which has been recognixed across the nation as one of
the most innovative and potentially
the most influential legislative
effort ever undertaken to improve
education. The Kentucky State
Department of Education has provided infomia(ion for the community on many of these changes and
the reasons for them. This is the
first in a series. For more information contact the Murray City
Schools at 753-4363 or the Calloway County Schools at 753-3033.)
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rournament teams have very few secrets
DANIEL T. PARKER
ay Ledger & Those $ports Pedro

loing into the Fourth District Tournament opening-round
nes. neither Russ Wall nor /Pete O'Rourke feel as if any
rets exist between their Calloway County High School
'71S and tonight's Mayfield High School opponents.
hey know pretty much what we're going to try to do. and
s it pretty much what they're going to do," Laker
_ year head coach Wall said.
S'(Rourke had no qualms about publiciring his strategy.
.ere going to try to score more points than they do. and
1) them from scoring as many." the Lady Lakers' head
•ch
' at sou:sfs prett basic. but basic basketball is what both
games arc expected to come down to.
-•
who leads his squad into his first high school.e ',,ustseason outing tonight at 6 p.m. in Calloway 's kf• (')111111SIUM, hopes his team doesn't catch his "jitters...pile :he !act that many of them fuse little more tournament
Nri:nce than he does -- and despite the fact that they will
s)r without key inside player Anne Paul, who is out
ie the

of state due to a death in her family.
Wall's Lakers, meanwhile, are hoping to post a first-round
upset for the second -straight year. Last year, the 3rd-seed
Lakers knocked off 2nd-seed Marshall County in the first
round of the tournament, this year the Lakers arc seeded
fourth and face top-seeded Mayfield.
The seedings, however, don't mean much, Wall noted. "I
tend to like the underdog's role. somewhat," he said. "In this
district, there are four good teams. One good team is going to
sit out after tonight's game... and, after Wednesday night, two
good teams will be sitting out." (Murray takes on Marshall
County in Wednesday night's other girls-boys first-round
action).
• • • •
In boys' play. Calloway defeated Mayfield in their first
meeting during the Paducah Tilghman Christmas Tournament,
but Mayfield claimed both regular-season games.
Wall expects tonight's contest to be another example of two
teams playing very deliberately — and very smart. "I don't
think there's going to be a lot of running up and down the
court," Wall said. "The intensity will be there in the half-court
game.

"They'll be very deliberate on the offensive end," Wall predicted of the Cardinal attack. "With that, our defensive play is
going to be very important " Wall said the Lakers must stop
Mayfield from penetrating inside, and must crash the backboards well enough to limit the Cards to one shot per trip."
Then he seemed to reali/c Mayfield coach Scott Schlosser
was probably giving his troops the very same strategy against
Calloway. "It's important for us to execute our offense well,
and to get off good shots," Wall said. "I think we have to
shoot the ball well, and in order to shoot welt, we have to he
selective in our shots."
May-field's strengths include great team depth (the Cardinals have ten players who have started at some point in the
season) and some question as to the physical well-being of
Laker 6-7 senior center David Hart.
Hart was ill the last week of the season, but Wall thinks a
dose of tournament is the best prescription. "He's still a little
weak, but yesterday's practice was better than Sunday's,"
V.'all said. "He's not full-strength, but when the adrenaline
starts flowing tonight, I'm sure he'll be ready to play."
With both teams expected to play a deliberate game, Wall
(Coned on page 9)

Baseball's middle class
squeezed by free agency
By HAL BOCK
An AP SportSpecial

For Sale: Baseball free agents. An positions. All expenenced. with
major leigue credentials. Al! immediately available. Will work cheap,
comparatively speaking Contact appropriate agents.
• • • .1
In a booming free agent market that produced record revenues for many
players, the flip side are baseball's hard core unemployed.
For every Bud Black, equipped with a 510 million contract from the
San Francisco Giants, there's a Rick Mahler waiting for the phone to ring.
For every Kirk Gibson, signed by Kansas City for 53.65 million.
there's a Candy Maldonado sitting at home.
Free agency is Easy Street for some, a Dead End for others.
Still available are more than two do/en players like Brian Downing,
Fred Lynn. John Tudor and Ron Oester. familiar names who had adequate
1990 „seasons.
So' how come they can't find jobs.'
What appears to be happening is a not-so subtle squecte play on basehe Murray Middle School Tigers won the Fourth District 8th-grade championship Feb. 15 at South Mar.
ball's middle class. Teams are perfectly willing, if not entirely happy, to
• all Junior High School. Members of the Tigers include ifront, left to right, James Curtis, Ted Booth,
fork over big bucks for marquee names. When it comes to the next level,
.mes Foster. Chris Cheaney, Robert Neatherly, Adam Blalock, T.J. MyhilL Ryan %looser, Jeremy
however, the checkbooks don't flip open quite as quickly.
ttle; +back, left to right) coach Das id Bloodworth, Stephen Crouch, Shane Schroader, Ryan Haserstock,
So world champion Cincinnati figures it can fill- Mahler's seven wins
an Ilaserstock, John Bell, Greg Miller, Ethan Crum. Jason Nest, Preston Weatherly, Dason Ballard,
with
somebody making less than the S790,000 it was paying him, somebert Byrd. Tim %aughn. Brian GilL Marc Baker. and coach Scott Turner. Team members not shown
body perhaps like fret agent Ted Power, signed for a bargain basement
rgleb Johnson and Donnie Thomas.
S500,000. That's a savings of S290,(X)0, which can be applied to the
SI2.5 million contract the Reds gave Tom Browning and the S77.3 million
they gave Bill Doran.
That left Mahler shopping for a new job and finding teams hesitant
\• Ck.;.C. ES. N M. (AP) since it fell to Pepperdine in the
But Johnson did his most signifabout signing a pitcher who will be 18. this summer. The situation puzzles
;:,;•;,sorl. s ittcst deposit to
opening round of the 1989 NIT.
icant damage underneath_ After
his agent, Steve Comtc.
7
cta:us took just 20 sor.ng a layup and turnaround
A goaltending call on UNLV's
"The money we're seeking is not a problem," he said.,•'We never
George Ackles on Jordan's layup envisioned breaking the bank. The situation is quite surprising. It's not
jumper in the opening minute, he
i !lc .'L.r!!, and brash UNLV
got NMSU within 51-43 with 17:00 like he threw poorly or was hurt. He's durable and versatile. He can start.
,, ated the Aggics with an
of his 22 points in . array of slam dunks that gave
left. But the Rebels quickly built it
He can relieve. He's never been hurt. lie's rarely missed a start. You'd
half Monday night as the
back up to a I3-point advantage think that would be attactive to a lot of clubs.
t.- NI,V a 46-17 halftime lead.
,
Rebels methodically
Anderson Hunt and Stacey Aug - (56-43 on an Augmon free throw,
"I've heard a diversity of reasons. Every club has its own excuse. If a
"sew Mex.,r, 71(r7 ;:roic oser from Johnson offena Johnson jumper and a Hunt club like Houston can't use him, nobody can."
lay up.
the second half as the
The Astros, like the others, have so far turned down Comte's client
FULLCOURT PRESS
iter.e
repelled every SMSL
"At this point, I'm just asking clubs to bring him to camp. There's
•Mair Si scored 20 pants and No '7 5:
attempt to rally Augmon finished
Jon,SId lot me final 30 muniaes r a 6858
nothing to lose. He's a steal, but he's got to get to camp. It's been
re over Creotprown al Maclean Sciume Gar
•ebounds.
disheartening."
, T.4 Redman (20-43. 10-6 Bp Ear leer sof
do
1.4 fount' 1,me
five games Georgisare
Comte's hope now is that with pitchers and -catchers in camp. Mahler
(16 10, villa 144 coo ol th• To 251s weer
may
become more attractive when teams see what they have in the way of
firs: t.me 1.14 *ease'
lot
, has (ow
u
rre Tne Novas ate 9 7 n l's. erg Fas: :nte
available arms. "But how long can you wait?" he said. "It's going on
1:L! in lg79
lohn's beat Gec... ...n
Kisses n
eepu• since I etas 'centre
four months. It's the most frustrating situation I've had in 13 or 14 years
'979 Si Jahr s Ivor Owns rnatung oNy trree
regular season
l9 East Tennessee State defeated
Nod owls in tile hi* 14 moat'''. wIck.ng Rot
in this business. The guy' can pitch."
VMI)0(-76 and No 25 Virginia
Arvde.,
's 3 pool, hears a' ins D-zzio,
And Maldonado can hit. At least he did last year when he led the
:0
•,1
was
nod
atiOtOning
AJC07/0
a
Georr
ias ,
.sned 1 ow son S.ate 72-49
port. and lout vOcustis and dr:I not r.are a
Indians with 22 homers and 95 RBIs. Cleveland used the Branch Rickey
\cr. Mctio.' State 2:-4.(
Nksro „rig rr• second rteni
ga—e
formula for dealing with him.
Jer-evs scored 19 polls as No '9
46 14) with 2.33 left in the
Ear Tennessee Sloe 125-4 11.3 Soarer^
Hall of Famer Ralph Kiner delights in recalling how Rickey offered
Conlorinca, woo,66 76 aro( VIM (10 16 5 9:
hu: 'cored the final seven
him a salary cut following one of his 50-home run seasons with Pittsa Noma Trio Buccaneers ied 45 35 al rtaltms
or. a a.r or Randy Brown
and VIAI now, got closer inw ii/x
burgh, explaining that the Pirates had finished last with him and they
ricenni honer Ned le pores and 10 rebounis
t?-.rows, a1-pointer by Reggie
could finish last without him. The Indians finished fourth in Maldonado's
and No 25 ,e(rdre-s Jon Jones became "-a
;or.:ar• ar(i. two free throws by Wilseco,
13 moon 1r Ananic C.ossi Conference rs
big year, paying him S775.000. They' could finish fourth paying somebody
'cry 10 ire 20 ppnes 51 Ns hrsl sesson onto. a
.. 47- Eicrjamin.
the minimum S100,000.
else
S•ale
over
Tam"
72 49 Cat11114, VsaOra
scored 22 points and JorJones at 20 9 re. :.ke Cava *es
7
Tom Reich. Maldonado's agent, thought he had a job for his man in
pries Press laararcn wro won 20 re,Ncethe Aggies. who had not
(Coned on page 9)
Catcsata Sias r 11965 as ACC roobr, 0cac...rs
a: the Pan American Center '0
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aebs, Johnson cash in on NMSU

5 Seafood Dinners
'199 & Under
Monday-Thursday

t

Seven Seas

Opens 4 p.m

Hwy. 641N

.- ;lam Dinner
Bit
Shrimp
2 Pc. Whitefish Dinner
DPviled Crab Dinner
2 Pc. Farm Catfish Dinner

753-4141

3.69
'3.99
'3.59
'3.99
'3.99

UK hopes to get'Bama's number
By MIKE EMBRY
Associated Pride Sports Writer

LEXINGTON, Ky. -- Some big
numbers are at stake for No. 13
Kentucky tonight against No. 24
Alabama.
The Wildcats will be seeking
their 20th straight home-court victory, their 200th all-time triumph in
Rupp Arena, and to join North Carolina as the only schools in history
to win 1,500 games.
More importantly, with the
Southeastern Conference entering
its final week of regular-season
play. the game carries added significance for Kentucky (20-6 overall,
12-4 SEC) and Alabama (17-8,
11-5).
Kentucky, which is ineligible for
the conference title, is tied for the

top spot with Louisiana State. Alabama is tied for second with Mississippi State.
A victory over Alabama and
against Auburn in its final game
Saturday would assure Kentucky of
a tie for first Alabama can gain a
share or sole possession of the top
spot with wins over Kentucky and
Tennessee this week along with
losses by LSU and Kentucky.
Kentucky coach Rick Pitino
doesn't believe his team will be
overconfident because of the homecourt SUCCCSS.

"That's one thing I never worry
about," he said at his weekly news
conference Tuesday. "That's their
main strength ... they know they
have to play like wounded tigers
every game and they've done that
the whole season."

Alabama defeated Mississippi
State 97-72 at home last Satufday
to snap a two-game losing streak.
"That was probably the most
impressive victory of the season
because Mississippi State is having
an outstanding year," said Pitino
'To dominate a team like that
speaks really' highly of the way
they executed and the way they're
playing at the current time."
Kentucky was riding a 10-game
winning streak and ranked eighth
in the nation when it met Alabama
last month at Tuscaloosa, and lost
88-83 after falling behind 55-42 at
the half to the Crimson Tide.
"They're sound in all phases of
the game," said Pitino. "We've
got to have an excellent basketball
game to beat this team."
(Cont'd on page 9;

A.D.'s
Desk
Michael
STRICKLAND
MSU athletic director
As we fade away from the
NCAA Convention and start
focusing on the NCAA Tournament, I thought this month I
would share with you some
post-convention comments from
around the country, as compiled
in the Feb. 6 issue of The
NCAA News.
Often we only look at the
world through our eyes. It is
helpful to know what the bigger
world is thinking. Here is what
some of them are saying:
• • • •
George Raveling. USC men's
basketball coach: "We just want
to try to clean up a lot of the
distasteful aspects of summer
recruiting; to remove the middle
man operating in the summer,
to bring some .sanity back to
recruiting. It's very basic,
nothing intriguing.
"We hope to bring (the issue)
to a vote at next year's Convention (have the NCAA sponsor summer camps). We don't
want torush ---it. but •
sity • this: its received enthusiastic
response. The presidents I've
talked to about it have reacted
positively', and the coaches are
overwhelmingly for` it." -- (Chicago Tribune).
• • • •
Furman Bishcr, Atlanta
Journal-Constitution columnist:
"... today, the presidents of
American colleges have let it be
known who's running the campus, and that includes the athletics department. It's only about
25 years, or maybe a century',
too late.
"My only regret is -thal I
wasn't in Nashville to see it.
But I'd heard that song so
many times before, and it was
always off-key. I'd made so
many trips with great anticipation and come home with an
empty bag. Now. God bless
'cm. they've done it.
"One of the reasons this
reform has taken so long has
been the resistance of the 'people in the trenches.' Too lone.
these presidents have listened
and allowed themselves to be
twisted in the wind. All they
had to do was take a closer
look at budgets to see that cost
reduction was due, or that athletic departments were on a
downhill run to bankruptcy."
• • • •
Joab Thomas, president, Penn
State University: "One of the
top issues on the minds of
alumni and fans is the matter
of institutional control of intercollegiate athletics. People want
assurances that athletic departments arc not operating independently...that their goals and ideals are consistent with those of
the universities.
. "We also must be vigilant
that our student-athletes receive
the quality education they've
been promised and graduate
with a meaningful degree. At
Penn State, these two themes
arc central to our oversight of
intercollegiate athletics." --(CFA Sidelines)
• • • •
Al McGuire, NBC college
basketball analyst: "I believe
there should be a summit meeting between the executive
director of the NCAA, Dick
Schultz, and NBA commissioner
David Stern. They've got to
work on a common ground. I
think they have to straighten
our the overkill of TV, straighten out the hardship rules and
straighten out the Olympics.
"The Olympic thing is completely out of control. It's gone
into the back rooms of smoke
and cigars and political greasy
(Coned on page 9)
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The 1990 91 F ounh District basketball tourna
meant will begin Tumidity night (F sib 26) at Cal
towel County High School with lAayfieid's lady
Cardinals taking on the Calloway lady Lakers
al 6 p in . followed by boys' action between
Mayfield and Calloway County Wednesday
night's action pis the Marshall County lady
Marshals against Murray's lady Tigers at 6
p in with boys competition between the Mars
hats arid Tigers following Thursday will be an
open date with the tournament championships
on F nday night beginning with the gins' title
game at 6 pin
.
Murray I-Figh'S Tigers and Marshall County's
Lady lawshals are the delending fourth District
champions, the lady Marshals arid the Mayfield
Cardinals are this years tournament top seeds
due to regular season district standings
.lickets to the tournament are $3 for adults (no
senor citizen discounts) and $2 lot students
The only passes which will be honored are
those approved by the slate athletic aSSOCia
tons. school season passes - complimentary
will not be accepted
or purchased

Golf
AUGUSTA. Gm - The Augusta National Golf
Club, home of the Masters tournament, has
fired two longtime employees for their role in
the sale of the gun used by club co founder
Clifford Roberts to commit suicide in 1977 Club
photographer Frank Chnsten Jr and club sec
urity chief Charles Young were fired alter club
officials learned that the 38 caliber Smith and
Wesson was advertised for sale in the 1990
edition of a golf memorabilia catalog, the
Augusta Chnorucla reported in a copyright story
The gun. which has an appraised value of
$15,000, onginally was sold by the Augusta
National in 1968 as excess property Club get'
era) manager Jim Armstrong sold the gun to
Young, who then sod it to Chnsten more mar,
a year ago

victory for three quillneni
irin other gamed Windily. it Was Philadelpria
92, the Los Angeles lakers 90 and Phoenix
1 113 Cnanote 108
•Reggie Miller of Indiana, two averaged 26
points and six assists while Watling the Pacers
to a 4 0 reCOrd, has been named the NBA it
player of the week Miller was 35 of 66 1(13fh INV
laid and missed lust one of 28 free throws
EASTERN CONFERENCE
Allenlit Orrisroot
W
I Pct
GB
Roston
40 14 741
Phiadokinia
30 74 556
Nov. York
24 31 414
iVashngton
22 33 400
New 44in5s
1 7 37 315 73
wren
HS 34 296 24
Central Denser'
Chcago
39 14 716
Dome
37 IS 671
1
Milwaukee
34 21 616 6
Atlanta
31 24 564
g
indiana
25 26 477 14
Coreland
19 36 345 21
Cnarione
16 38 256 23,
WESTERN CONFERENCE
Widsreet Division
W
L Pit
GB
San Antonio
34 17 66
inah
35 18 fiek.
14ouS1011
31 71 574
4
Dailai
20 32 185
fAnnesola
17 36 321 18
i7 36 321 18
Orlando
Dower
15 38 2113 70
Pacific Diyielen
Portland
44 11 800
LA takers
40 15 727
4
Prioeni
36 18 667
/
Gotten Stew
29 24 541 '4
Seams
75 26 412 '8
IA CipPers
16 35 340 15
Saciamento
15 38 783 26
Tueedivy's Games
tetrot at Cisrsiand 6 30 p in
Milwaukee at lAans 630 pm
'rein. at New Airway 630 pm
Washington a! Nis York 630 p
Oalas at senneeota 7 pm
Boston at Chas° 730 pm
Portland at San Antonio 7 30 p
Houslon at Denver 8 pin
.4 Clops's at Seattle 9 p
Cyanic., at Golden State 910 p in

Basketball
North Carolina might already be aiming at No
2.000 but they'll have to settle for No 4 for
now The Tar Heels (21 4) became the first
team to reach 1,500 victories last week and
moved from Sixth 10 fourth in the latest Asso
celled Press Top 25 UNL V (25-0) remained the
unanimous No 1, receiving 63 first place votes
Oho State and Arkansas held 2-3 Irviana and
Syracuse each dropped one notch to fifth and
sixth, respectively Rounding out the Top 10
were Arizona, Duke, Utah and Kansas, followed
by New Mexico Stale. Oklahoma State, Ken
tucky. Southern Mississippi. Nebraska, UCI A
St. John's, LSU, East Tennessee and Si"
Hall The bottom five are Princeton, Pitt, Mt,
sippi State. Alabama and Virginia, wih Alaoa
only new addition to the poo
ma 117.81
• • • •
Virginia became the first team to go 1 4 0 in the
Atlantic Coast Corilerence and remained atop
The Associated Press women's basketball poti
The Cavaliers 126-1) received 60 first place rot
es and 1.619 points from a nationwide panel Cl
65 women's coaches The neat six teams -Penn State. Georg,a, Tennessee. Auburn
Purdue and North Carolina State - also veer,
ranked the same as last week Penn State had
one tast ,place vote while Georgia had the
remaining four Rounding out the Top 10 ••e••
Arkansas. Washington and Stan'ord. PO, owed
try Western Kentucky, LSU, Connecticut
as, UNIV. Providence, Rutgers, Stssiss,pv
Stephen F Austin and Northwestern
• • • •
MINNEAPOLIS - Minnesota baskrebail coach
Ciem Haskins learned !fiat he wouid only be
reprimanded, net suspended or lined, for his
criticism of referees lollowing Saturday s 63 62
No 2 Oho -Slate Abe.' Satu•day s
loss
game, Haskmi cntietzed °florets Ted Wiary.
London Bradley and Steve Weimer M nnesota
athletic director Rick Bay reprimanded Hask ns.
who later sad he was stoking by his opinions
but would have avoided name calling I' he "all
it to do again On Monday Big Ten Gomm s
sone, Jim Delany censured Hask.ns
• • • •
IOWA CITY, Iowa - Ace Earl, Iowa's lead.ng
scorer and rebounder, pleaded innocent to a
simple assault charge filed by a 17 year old girl
who has said she wants the charge dropper!
Randy Larson. EarTs attorney. entered the piea
during a hearing in Johnson County Dis
,
ci
Court Earl, a 6 fool - 1 0 sophomore from
More, Ill , was charged late Sunday rnominc,
after an altercation with the girl, deserted as a
' longtime Mend,- in the parking iot of Ks •es
dence_tarson sad Earl is free on his own rec
ognirance Judge John R Stadia do not set a
trial date A conviction on the charge carries a
maximum penalty of 30 days in tail and a $100
' ie

the

at

Pro basketball
t.4cCornick said it took perseverance to
the Atlanta Hawks to extend their hOmeCOurt
winning streak to 20 games - longest in the
NBA this Season It also took what is becoming
commonplace at The Omni - another out
standing performance by Dominique Wilkins
Wilkins scored eight of his 31 points in the lirSt
2 11 Of the fourth quarter to rally the Hawks to a
96 88 victory over the Sacramento Kings Mon,
day night Wilkins alSO had a career high 19
reoounds to help avoid a loss to the league's
most unsuccessful road teem It was the 24th
road loss in a row for the Kings. who flirted with

UK hopes ...
(Cont'd from page 8)
He credited Alabama's transition
offense as a key factor in the last
game. The Crimson Tide was able
to beat Kentucky down the floor
for several layups.
"Transition &tense is a big key
in this game," Pitino said. "If you
let them get out in the open floor,
they're as good as any team in the
conference in the open floor
because they run the lanes well
(and) they finish the break."
Freshman guard James Robinson
comes off the bench to lead Alabama in scoring with 15.6 points a
game, followed by forwards Melvin Chcatum with 15.5 and Robert
Horry with 12.
"They're coming into the SEC
tournament on good footing," Pillno said of Alabama. "They have as
good a chance as anyone in the
conference of winning the SEC
championship."
Center Reggie Hanson and forward John Pelphrcy each average
14.6 points to pace Kentucky,
while forwards Jamal Mashburn
and Dcron Feldhaus contribute 12.7
and 10.9.
Kentucky leads the all-time
series 80-30, including a 43-7 mark
in Lexington. Alabama, however,
has won twice in the last four
meetings in Rupp Arena.

Football
TORONTO - Ca!itornia millionaire Bruce
kAcNall added to his sports empire, joining with
hockey Star Wayne Gretzky and comedian John
Candy to purchase the CF L's Toronto Argo
hauls for $5 million McNeil, who owns the
Nill's Los Angeles Kings, will control approxi
malely 60 percent of the club, with Gretzky and
Candy each holding about 20 percent

Hockey
The Washington Capitals and New Jersey
Devils squared off in a game norther team could
afloat to lose But with the final playoff berth in
the Patrice Division al stake, something odd
happened Onfy one team came to play The
Devils, led by three goals from John Mad ear'
rose to the occasion with a 51 riCory taking a
five point lead in the playoff race and gvin7,
!hem some breathing room veth 16 games
in the season
It's wane, Pa.nck D v Sq).game," Maclean said We knew we had to be
ready for 1 We were a little more controi-en
We caws out and played hard Everybody anew
what had to be done" In contrast t')e Caps
°Pon fell tar short Washington lacked .ntensiiy
at the start arid committed numerous u nic,ced
turnovers in is own end
• Monday night's other NHL games, t was
Detroit 5, TOrOrt10 4 in Overtime, and Vance ,4
4, Calgary 2
•Wayne Gretrky of the Los Angeles K.,
ns
four goals and nine assists in four games, was
named the NHI. player of Me weeri Gretriiy
had a goal and tour assists In a 64 victory Over
Wnrioeg Feb 22 man rig 'he 90th 1 T(4 , n
carver'that
nas "ad at east five po.re.s .r a
game He ieadS !he Scoring race by 21 p0,-.5
WALES CONFERENCE
Petnck Division
W I T Pts GE GA
Pt
Fiergent
37 22 10 74 74: 70i:
Phi adophia
69 2, 7 201
3' 27
32 27 4 645 2'4 239
Pqnsta.,10^
Now Jersey
27 26 1 1 65 721 210
Wastong1C1
28 32 4 66 234 222
NY islander'.
21 35 6 50 187 738
kdom• Orrision
Boston,
36 2; a 8r, 238 215
• klontrisel
32 24 6 72 2'6 200
Hamlord
28 28 7 63 '89 708
23 25 15 61 270 22;
'AAA:AK
'2 4' 11 35 ,91 79t,
CAMPBELL CONFERENCE
Nome Diviiiii011
.43
NI I, T Pts OF GA
.51 „ous
38 19 7 83 253 2"
. c.go
18 2.; 6 82 214 18:
27 31 8 62 229 24'
Ditotor
'.•01.
21 32 1 1 51 201 719
17 40 7 4' 168 26'
Smyth* Division
us Angels
3670 7 79 266 202
Calgary
34 22 7 75 267 206
Edmonton
10 29 4 64 219 211
Winnipeg
2233 11 55 220 234
rancier
23 36 1 53 702 255
.clinched playon berth
Tuesday • Games
FILMalo at NV Islanders 635 pm
Phew:410w at Minnesota 7 35p in
Chicago at St Latsill 735 p m
Harrlord at Winnipeg 735 pm
Pittsburg,' at Los Angees 935 0 m

(Coned from page 8)
also thinks Mayficld's depth will have little consequence. "Where it could
have an effect is something we have no control over -- foul trouble,"
Wall said. "We've got two or three players who have stepped in and done
good jobs for us in the season, but we can't go as deep as Mayfield does,
so if we get into foul trouble, depth could be a factor. But, as far as wearing us down, I don't think' that's going to happen."
Meanwhile, the Laker strengths include playing on their homç court
and the fact that Calloway's season-ending schedule has been I erally
spiced with top-roch teams. "We've been playing pretty g(
basketball," Wall said. "Hopefully that's make us tournament
dy."
Wall predicted that "the fans will get their money's w rth" from the
game and that he felt it would follow the previous meetings between the
teams in going down to the wire. "That makes you feel good in one
respect, knowing that you're going to be in the game up to the end . but
it kind of makes you worry, too," he said.
• • • •
"Worry," however is what the Lady Lakers can't afford to do,
O'Rourke said, Paul's absence will be felt by the team - but he's asked
the team to compensate for it. "We've asked everyone to try a little harder," O'Rourke said. "If we can get just two points more and one more
rebound from everyone, that should make up for it. But there's no doubt
that Anne will he missed."
He also pointed out that no one player has been the Lady Laker leader
this year. "We've played team ball all year long," O'Rourke said. "We
don't have any superstars... all of our girls know that if they have the
shot, take
Calloway has been shooting more ht enjoying it less recently. but
other than stressing good shot selectio7: O'Rourke is planning no major
change in team strategy.
"We're thinking of sticking with oi.r regular pme plan." O'Rourke
said, adding that Calloway had a thre,.. part defensive strategy. "We're
going to start with pressure, then go ; a match-up zone. and if that
doesn't work, we're going to punt.All kidding aside, O'Rourke said three factors would determine Calloway's success against the Lady Cardirals -- stopping Vanessa Gray's
inside scoring, keeping Patricia Powers off the boards, and keeping Mayfield's good 3-point shooters from filling the baskets.
Sophomore" Leah Darnell, an (x:casiordl starter during the season, gets
the call tonight in Paul's absence. O'Ri)..'ke said Damen will be assigned
to stopping Powers while Kwanda lior7uckle takes the job of limiting
Gray's effectiveness. Krista Stalls is LLe third element in Calloway 's
inside strategy, going against Mayfield' Amy Wiman. and Stalls must
also continue to produce offensively to make up for Paul's a,- - •
DeApie missing the starter, O'Rourke feels depth -- and the ho,
factor - will work in Calloway's adxantage. Senior Susm
juniors Darra Mitchell and Jennifer Catherson all have startin,: .
and may play a vital part in the contest, he said
Tonight's tournament action begins at () p m with the girls' gartlit.

iCont'd from page 8,
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"See me for all your family insurance needs."

305 N. 12th
(Next to Century 21)
State Farm Insurance cornpanles
Horne Office Bloomington Illinois

ike a good neighbor, State Farm Is There.

Jane Rogers 753-9627
High school scores
BOYS
Feet (Mind
Trigg Co 69 Crolondon Co 36
$ion District
Weiteto Co 66 Henderson Co 56
Seventh Deana
Modsonvills Mown moms 76 Damon Springs 65
Eighth Diane
Howkinaritis 76 Hopionwille /W. Hognis 65
iii, Deseret
*lviewiiS'OW! GS CiO•VPOrt 50
32nd District
Oss. Co 76 Gram Co 60
ZIA District
Walton Verona 70 BOON, CO 63
Mel District
ci IWO*. Dim Heat: 66 Conngion Catnolic 67
District
is. leavens 60 leg Dunbar 44
47111 01.1IILI
%Ma Co 92 Mantuan 67
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Caw, Co 72 Somers* 7'
MO Deseret
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,in, Camp 62
Ste District
Boil Co 5' Pineville 4 7
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Ci(ritOrlare1 90 Hagan 56
634 District
-**in* 56 Fleming NIKO 43
54th Notre(
Bockhorn 65 II', "raper 54
Sin District
Worts Cc "A
45
GIRLS
Frhh District
tron Cc Sc ".nneriden Co
District
Henderson 0. 65 *stow Co 43
Seventh District
Hopens
Marksonv.lis Norm Hopkins 40
Erglith District
Chneken Cc 46 Ft Campbell 42
11111 District
Hanrodr 0.
Whites.* Tinny 21
160 District
Ans•
Sio71. lie 47 G
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13a,••• ".c 7: 1 Ornonson4 Co 50
33rd District
WS°
,'re,ona 45 Boone Coon,! 43
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Mah District
Ft Michel Dim Heights 37 Co. Notre Dame 30
lete Cikerict
Bracken Co 75 Moans Canal Dorn% 43
MS Nano
Femme Co 36 twaysvoki St Patrick 25
43rd District
le. latryorle 55 to. Tates Creek 1'
Met District
Hauero 49 Buckhorn 46

Major college scores
EAST
Ann, 74 Cocci* 72
Bucks* 66 [Mayans 62
Lehigh 82 Holy Cross 71
Siena 97 Faulted 63
St .10lin a 641 Georgetown 58
SOUTH
Ala Earrnrighem $7 NC Ghanian* /4
Armour u GO Coll ot Chansion
eug,eee 67 Pane 65 207
Citadel 89 W Carols 76
Davidson 71 Liberty 67 OT
E. Kentucky 76, Tennessee Teas Ile
E Tonnes** Si 86 YIP 76
Fla International 70 Cent Fkxida 62
Georgia Si SS Mercer 50
kenticey Si 95 Glancy 79
Mershall 96 Appoischan St 65
Warn Fla 67 South Flonda 58
klideke Tenn N. Agora Puy Se
Mweeeed * at, Tipaii•sese St 75
N Carotins St 90 Tennessee 62
NE Levities 102 Grambing Si 71
NICh0113 Si 76 NW Louisiana 72
Virgin. 72. Towson St 49
MIDWEST
Cincinnati 00, Valparaiso 47
CregMon 66. Wiwi Si 64
.Chicsgc 73
E linos 77,
Eremites PI NE tenos 65
Indiana St 611 Bradley 64
Loyola lit 41 00r01 79
leiChigan Si 74 Minnesota 72
N arse 75 Akron 62
S Ilinces 106 Drake 82
Tulsa 53 elms St 46
iMe Grse. 134e 73 C4••••••• Si 62
FAA WEST
Idaho 76 Montane 64
UNIV 66 NM Mexico St 74

Jane Rogers Insurance
305 N. 12th (Next To Century 21) 753-9627

bout...
all me a
Tax Shelters
Paying 8.6er and
'5,000
Guar. 44eit Over

C

A.D.'s Desk ...
games We've go!
A
hours twice 'a week '7
time /One. LAC ar
want. for example.
p.m., no collegiate or pro
basketball. That way, the rt,
schools know for their hir,.; an,1
a half of entertionmerit. t:1;:'
can pack the gyms. That *F„,i,
be straightened out."
Ba,k
hall W'ockly)
Different voices, all with
something to say.

Baseball's ...
(Conid from page 8)
Baltimore Then the Ori,es traded for Glenn Davis and the opening a porated. So, like Mahler and the others, Maldonado sits and waits.
Larry Sheets, who had 10 homers and 52 RBIs last year with Detroit.
was in the same situation as Maldonado until agent Ron Shapiro got him a
no-guarantee invite to the Orioles' camp. The squeeze was apparent.
"There is an apparent trend that it is somewhat harder for a mid-level
player to get the free agent paydirt, maybe because of the mega-dollars
going into the contracts for superstars," he said.

OPTION: Monthly Interest Check If Dewed
James R. Jackson
3rd St. a Maple St.
Murray, y.
753-4801 or 8113

WOODMEN OF THE WORLD
LIFE INSURANCE SOCIETY
Home Office Omaha, Nebraska

HEY, WHAT DO YOU WANT
FOR 987,87 PER MONTH?
•

FLEX-IT
r
GYMS

Horse racing
NEW YORK - Trainer

Michael J Lauder° has
Peen suspended and denied access to the
Acweduct grounds for 45 days after Fieptarnino!,
a cardiac stimulant, was found in one of his
horses Luv To Moirbo Jumbo, a horse he
saddled for the second race on Jan 7, tested
positive A post race sample of the horse's
urine disclosed the presence of the prohibited
substance Luv To Mombo Jumbo, who finished
second, was disqualified and unplaced as a
resul1 of the discovery

TUESDAY, FEBRUARY 26, 1991

'25

A Month

No Contract

YOU WANT
ONE OF THESE,

Lose Weight - Tone Up • Don't Wait - Start Now
1413 Olive Blvd., Murray

759-4955

Adults Belong
in College ...
it's not just for kids anymore.

Find out about:
*
*
*
*

Financial Aid and Scholarships
Admissions Procedures
Careers
Campus Resources to help Adults
at the Free Workshop

Ask Us About
Leasing

List
Parker Ford
Lincoln-Mercury Discount
First-Time Buyer

Monday, March 4, 1991 6:00-9:00 p.m.
Barkley Room, Curris Center

Cash, Down Payment
or Trade-In
Final Cost

'932400
6240°
500°°
500°°
7,700

'F nano. tor 48 months wrth oat Motor Credit Company a 7 9%4 P.R. Finencing with approved creed Fire
Time Buyer mtel "newt Firei•TiPTe Buyer program requirement* Take and taxes 4WD&

Reservations due March 1. Call: 762-4150

CE*A0/

t
tp American Heart
Association

(L.131

is a program of the ('enter
for Continuing Education
Murray State University

"Your Complete Auto Center"

Parker Ford 111
Lincoln-Mercury

MERCURY
FORD
111 LINCOLN

•

•

•
'
's

Nes.:

• ', • -•
•*."

LINCOLN

Since 1928

701 Main St.

•

FORD
MERCURY

753-5273

"k
;Ft

<
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Supporting the Troops

Dolt Give
ilsAChaficeb
lobVirk.

w

Bingham among three inductees
to Kentucky Journalism Hall of Fame

The American Council for Drug Education
Rockville MD 2085.:

Septic Tank Service
Excal.ating • Hauling • Pumping
Asphalt Cutting - Sewer • V.
S.T. & Contaminated Soil Rem,'

Arts as ran of the 14th annual Joe
Creasor: 1A:.-ture on March 26.
BerrarJ Shaw, world news
an:hor for Cable News Network.
....!
the ('reason lecturer.
iurrently publisher
"F:7•.,..tine... a journal examining
fle served as editor
the Louisville

kt Brent Allen
Ditching
759-1515

BOBBY WOLFF

!NORTH
2 2n A
•Q J 2
V K 76 3
•A K J 10 7

WEST
If your trump suit always breaks •K 8 3
for you, you needn't continue readV .1 10 8 2

ing this column If you suffer like
the rest of us, you'll do well to learn
Dennis McGinnis of Murray will be donating several hundreds of from South's experience
The top four club honors went on
rolls of colored toilet paper to the troops in the Middle East. 144cGinn:s funded the donation with proceeds from ii Feb. 23 baseball card, the first trick, and South ruffed a
comic book and coin trade show held at the National Guard Armory club in dummy He returned to his
in Murray. Part of the money was taken at the door, because of the hand via the diamond queen to ruff
helpfulness and cooperation of the National Guard Armory, which another club Then he switched to
sponsored the show. McGinnis asked that anyone in Murray - trumps, getting,the bad news when
Calloway County wanting to help soldiers in the Middle East should East discarded There was no escontact the Red Cross. A support group is offered each Monday, 7 cape If South played a fourth trump
to West. West would cash a club. if
p.m., Apple Tree School.
South tried to run the diamonds, he
would enjoy only one discard West
would ruff the third diamond and
exit in clubs. leaving South with one
more loser
In a grand slam. South's line of
play would have been correct Since
newspapers from 1971 to 1986.
1.FAINC; I(A. K.(AP)
BarAbell is an internationally recog- he was in a small slam, he should
Intl:, hen Jr former editor and
publisher of he Courier-Journal
nized photographer for National have bought some cheap insurance
After ruffing a club in dummy at
ar,d IN! Louisville Times, is Geographic. He has published on
among three inductees announced
cultural and wilderness subjects trick two. South should lead a
Monday to the Kentucky.. Journaland has lectured and exhibited trump, ducking in both hands East
wins and shifts to spades. but it
,rn Hall of Fame.
throughout the world.
won't work South wins. ruffs anothSam Abell. a photographer for
Taylor won the Gerald Loeb
er club and cashes dummy's trump
Nationa] Geographic, and LivingsAward for distinguished business
ton Taylor, a retired Frankfort and financial journalism for his king A diamond back to the queen
allows South to draw the trumps.
bureau reporter for The Courier1973 series exposing interest rates
and dummy's diamonds bring home
Journal. will also be inducted in
paid on state bank deposits.
the remaining tricks (Dummy's
ceremonies at tbe University of
The Kentucky Journalism Hall of spades
go on South's A-Q of trumps
Kericky Singletary Center for the

204 Monroe Street

/ON

"All things are filled full of signs
and it is a wise man who ean learn
about one thing from another
Plotinus

I.

alcohol abuse on the Job took
L_ctt ,,ear Jr u
a $100 billion toll on American productivity This year
the damage may be even greater Unless you help
prevent it
Employer or employee drug awareness is your
business To find out what you can do as a corporation
or an inodual call 1-800-488-DRUG. Well give yc .
the information yOu need to make a difference Anc!
well send you out lfree guide to resources. Fight :
Abuse With Facts
Keep your workplace clean Cait , A • D,for
the facts

itio4

THE ACES ON BRIDGE

•9 •9 5 3 2
4K 8 5 4
SOUTH

•8 4

4.1 10 9 3

•A 7 5 •A Q 5 4

•Q 6
+A 76 2
Vulnerable Both
Dealer North
The bidding

North • East
1 *a Pass
3•
Pass

South

West
l'ass

1 V

6V
All pass
Opening lead Club jack
BM KITH THE ACES
2 26 FS

South holds
•(.4 .1 2
•K 76 3
•A K Jill 7
+Q

South

North

1•

1+

ANSWER: Two spades A decided
underbid, but more attractive than
other choices If partner bids again.
you'll know what to do
Send bridge qursil,.ns •.• Ft, A.. s
12:163 Dallas
with
stamped enc.'lipe I..r repl,

Fame was established in 1981 by
the UK Journalism Alumni Association to honor persons making a
significant contributions to their
profession.
The Hall of Fame now includes
66 journalists. Plaques honoring
each member hang permanently in
the UK School of Journalism
Building

THE FAR SIDE

EAST
•10 9 6 4

ii
1.1,1r

tic

r ,••

American Heart V
Association

By GARY LARSON

•

2.4'45

1

73.;;e'ffr
:

...
4Ifr

1991 MEDICARE
LNFORMATION
The Medicare r ate
strophic Coiverage Act
has been repealed Your
need has never been
greater raw •comprehen
sive Medicare Supple
rnent plan Deductibles,
co insurance and nonap
proved' charges can
cause your out-of pocket
expenses to mount up
The Part A deductible
you or your insurance,
must pay has been in
creased to $626 in 1991
For mum inkorrna Lion
call

NANCY

:1;k0nE

RAS -- ••

\to.
GARFIELD

'
/- 3
°J4#
ji

-

EE:7
A.pE

-Les

01'TO!

R'ES NE

BLONDIE
041.4A1

ASOUT

• t• •

SOME wli
GAAAE

S

-

-

dc

#

1 Fuss
4 Avalon ID
6 Animal
enclosures
11 Rue
13 Egg dish
15 Babylonian
deity
16 MephistoprieSes
18 Nevada city
19 High
mountain
21 Seasoning
22 Gibbs ID
23 Hideaway
26 Affirmative
29 - Here to
Eternity
31 Mud
33 Cooled lava
34 Diphthong
35 Anger
38 Louis of
comedy
39 Yes to Juan
40 Tantalum
symbol

457 ouityy
ldk noame for

gi 4

1

3

37
President
52 Petitioned
53 Small
ti ll rug
56 Extinct
less
bird
58 Uncanny
60 Proceed
61 Skillful
63 Devoted
adherent
65 Hauls with
effort
66 Printer s
measure
67 Aeritorm
fluid

29
YEAH ?
iTt-EGEE,ACKS FOP
iVAN'T A ,R

4

LIAR
0
I DE
cii
8110
.E
PEN
T . NANT
U S _A-i
OLE SW

T

Close to Court
Square on 5th St.
$160.00 per month.
Call Ted Delaney
753-1916 for more
information.
TRANSFER your homc
movies to video tapes Call
Donna Darnell 759 9246

?

8 Microbe
9P
i ao
rretemnlo
!ion
af
10 Japanese
currency
inskitulopn
14
2 Ci
pr-eTplo
17 Turkish flag
20 In favor of
24 Send forth
em
25
27 Attempt
27Orient
28 Capuchin
monkeys
29 Doom
30 Peruse
32 Congers

7

8

9

10

16UUI
21

23

24

35

ar

41

UUU

22
26

25

UN

32

UU
UU
UUU

43

36

37

27

28

13
19

36

E5

SO
56

57

42

ee

47

46
U

51

I would like
to buy
Burley
Tobacco
Base
Please Call
492-8566
INSTRUCTION

START iNf NI* f
Coif famfoll •Vo•
P
r*

cm*

ALLIANCE
ifgoNfoso

6
f dir4/PA

lilaalio
1-800-334-1203

14
13UUUU
16

20

34

tp

LEARN TO DRIVE
TRACTOR TRAILER

2 Transaction
3 King of
Bashan
4 Sumptuous
meal
5 Essence
6 Restrain
check
7 Early morn

6

5

30

4'

/

I

LATE

A

rS

1 Region

)6vu BIG

r
era'

A

DOWN

17

THE PHANTOM

-

A TO
To

1?

19

r....kiftE SA cE

iiE
R Sly
V El
NI,
0 R TI
A
E
0
V I L

A
AG

smirch
50 Inds of the

15

A`'.

IAIP ES MEP E A L sill
'T 10 M A T •OR A PIE Fir

o

U1

eittr„(MITE

year or service'

OFFICE SPACE
FOR RENT

Answer to Previous Puzzle

41 Fruit cake
43
of
d
land

•

•
444
ft`

SICK OF THIS„ 5'X
MONT 5. DON T WEAK OUT
oc JAIL TO YVINP
N A

29t5

id Mo Closed End Least

CROSSWORD PUZZLER

?
a \--

BEETLE BAILEY

I

'our

)4\-UJt
LATE!

ACROSS

COME
HERE,

The wounds seem
big bird shot

'Make a note of this, Muldoon
to be caused by bird shot

OH
NO!i

McConnell
Insurance Agency
753-4199

Lease For Less at
DWAIN TAYLOR
CHEVROLET
'991 Corsica LT, equipped
1145992 $249.60 mo'
Call Gene at 751.2617
•Pws Tar TdlIl & License

44

49

52

53
59

UU
54

SS

60

seUUU
62

UUUUUUUU
iv
11
1

65

63U

UU

nc
eini
Re
oli
36
7P
rubbers

4442

tao
l
Unit

eltrical
resistance
46 Command
48 Temerity
49 Language
peculiar to
a people
51 Variable sta.
54 Tai Mahal
site
55 Playthings
56 Washington
(Nation s
capital)
57 Ancient
59 Latin
conjunction
62 For example
Abbr
64 Silver symbol

LOST male Golden Lab
Retrerver in Lynn Grove
area If found please call
Kevin Garland at 435 4518
or 492 8500 Reward

ATTENTION RN's Director
of home health physician
available at Partway Reg
meal Hospital in Fulton, Ky.
Poor supervisory experience
preferred Good employee
trench,' Salary negotiable
Applications available at
switchboard fition Fn
5Fin
LOU WI- Park way Regional
Hospital 2000 Holiday Lane
Fulton, Ky

MVO

,

:t

awasaara.......4.ww.wwwwswaiwowaiww.wwwww...
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Services
Offered

NT
99 h 4
1 532
(8 5 4

BABYSITTER needed in
Lynn Grove area Sit in your
home Evenings and
weekends 435 4000
DUE to expansion into the
Marshall County area the
personnel department of
Pepsi Cola will accept ap
plocabon and interview at
Marshall County Chamber
of Commerce Benton Ky
on Thurs , Feb 28 and
Mon , March 4, 1 4pm If
you are interested in a re
warding career opportunity
which includes route dole
ery with an excellent dreing
training program and sales
training program please
apply at these times or
send resume to PO Box
1070 Marion III 62959

West
Pass
All pass
tack

•EXTRA INCOME '91-Earn $200 $500 weekly
mailing novelty gift items
For more information send
a stamped envelope to Inc
P0 Box 602139 North
Mem' FL 33261

7

A decided
active than
bids again.

H
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LICENSED agents wanted
Excellent life insurance
product High commis
sons, excellent benefit
package
Call
502 554 1131 collect

!Li%

MURRAY based home
medical equipment corn
pany has openings for cert
tied respiratory therapist or
individual eligible for cartel
cation Excellent benefit
program Salary to corn
mensurate with expen
once Send resume to PO
Box 1040A Murray, Ky
42071
13 IMMEDIATE OPEN
INGS NEED a job? A
GED? Hope for the future?
You may qualify if •You do
not have your GED or high
school diploma You are
between the ages of 16 &
21 We are an E 0 E This
project is funded by the
Western Kentucky Private
Industry Council JTP A
Call J TPA Out Of School
7 5 3
9 3 7 8
8a m 11 30a m

C.

NEED money to pay venter
bills? Flexible hours, tree
gift with interview
7530171

Less at
AYLOR
*LET
T, equipped
4960mo'
753-2617
& license
End Lana

WENDY'S is now hiring to
day shift Must be available
between the hours of
7 4pm Must be able to
work weekends Apply at
store daily between 2 4pm

CARING to care for the
elderly in their home Best
reference 901 232 8693
Margaret
CHRISTIAN lady will care
for elderly lady during day
382 2831
RECENTLY retired lady office worker and sales clerk
would like a part time
bookkeeping or general office position in Murray For
references write RO Box
1040R Murray, Ky 42071

SPACE

Court
5th St
r month
Delaney
or more

your homc
tapes Call
759 9246

WEP

TELEPHONE SALES
earn extra cash weekly
making morning or evening
phone sales No expert
once necessary Cheerful
enthusiastic personality
helpful Ideal for students
retirees and homemakers
Hourly wage plus bonuses
to $10hr Call Judy
759 1226

like
uy
ey
cco
;e
Call
566

UP to $15 hour processing
mail weekly check guaran
teed Free details, write
SD 12610 Central, Suite
255 TKY Chino CA 91710

Hoes
Fumishlrqs
1 QUEEN SIZO bedroom
suite $400 1 Aqua Glass
hottub 7x8 $2000 Early
American breakfast set
$175 3 piece desk chest,
plus dresser $285 recliner
$P5 753 4873
4 PIECE bedroom suite,
excellent condition 1 year
old Can be seen at A 19
Fox Meadows Tr Pk Call
759 9852 after 5pm for
appointment

Want
To Buy
1975 79 CAMPER 24 28ft
Priced reasonably
753 3642 days 753 5738
nights
ANTIQUES by the piece or
collections Call 753-9433
after 5pm
CASH for mobile home
tires $7 $12 each We will
remove 527-2932

MATCHING hide a bed
couch chair, coffee table
$200 489 2218
QUEEN size waterbed with
ponce pedestal 2 years
old 753 3947
QUEEN size waterbed
75306L16
SEARS premium roll away
bed Like new Single size
interspring mattress $175
435 4589
SLEEPER sofa, recliner
good condition 753 3513

„•

65-

FABRIC BARGAINS 99It
sale! 990 sale' 99e sale,
Country Remnants Hwy
68/641 Draffenville, Ky
(next to lienarrea, Marshall
County) 10am prn , Mon
Sat

Antiques
OLD ORIENTAL RUGS
Wanted any size or condition Call 1 800 443 7740

Articles
For Sale
LITTLE girls clothes for
sale Size 2T 3T Some are
new 753-8822
MILLIONAIRES MILLIONAIRES PANG BURN'S CANDY IS BACK
IN MURRAY. Charlie's
Safe 1 Pharmacy
PAGEANT dress and ac
cessones Red with white
lace Size 3T 759 1758

CANCE
"
gr
•
4

861 FORD, 30 Ferguson
tractor Massey Ferguson
pickup disk, manure
spreader 753 5463,
7530144
SUPER A Farmall Hydrolsc
lift, 12volt electrical system
Woods belly mower, nice
$2500 492 8385

or
2

SOUTHERN Bell prom
dress worn 1 time Size 9
489 2101
SUNTAN booth 753 3488

rental units Local corn
pany Call 1 800 248 4319
WANT a faster refund?
Why pay more for elec
tronoc tiling? Our prices
start at $2000' Call Hodge
Noel and Associates the
income tax professionals at
753 6069 or 759 142t

210
Firtwood
FIREWOOD for stove and
furnace Seasoned and
greenwood Cut to your or
der /539808.474 8086
A FIREWOOD for sale
437 4667
FIREWOOD for sale Also
tree service 436 2562
436 2758
WOOD for sale 753-9745,
759 9739

10x45 MOBILE
$800 437 4439

home

2 12 wides Take your
choice only $1,495 (Needs
some repair) 527 1427
24t1 PERRY travel trailer,
self contained, skirted in
sulated underpinned Ex
cadent condition brick pa
to privacy fence See at
Grogans Trailer Court 94E
CLAYTON 1991 14 wide
lots of options Only
$9,995 Gateway Mobile
Homes 527-1427
NEW 1991 14 x70' Clayton
3br 2 bath You must see
the quality and decor in this
beautiful home Only
$13.900 at Gateway Mobile
Homes 527 1427

Will sell a 70 acre farm, more or less, near Wildcat Creek
T.V.A. Beach. 2 bedroom house, bath, kitchen, dining area,
living room, outside storage.
Terms: 20% down selling price day of auction. Balance in
30 days with passing of deed.
See Thursday's paper for detailed listing of tractor &
equipment & personal property.

t'Vs Director
physician
wit way Reg
s 1-ulton, Ky
y CA penen(.e
d employee
negotiable
'violable at
nEn, 5prn
way Regional
foliday lane

Auction held jointly with:
Terry Paschall, Broker • 753-5814

SHADY Oaks 2 or 3br
electric or gas Walking distance to college 753 5209

complex
OFFICE
1600sq ft Central heatair
ample parking security
system $550 per mo Con
tact Kopperud Realty
753 1222 or 753 3372
TWO office suite
Maple 7538964

500

(;roc • 435-4144
"iiy Se/1

e DoeSiet

Apartments
For Rent
1 BEDROOM low utilities
No pets References and
deposit required $165
753 3949
1BR furnished Close to
university and hospital
Some utilities paid
753 8756 or 753 4012

28R 2 bath with carport
Microwave Northwood
$350/mo 759 4406

Dan Miller - Auctioneer

281:1 house or 2br apart
ment near downtown
753 4109

(Ai, Ii Pa% "

••••

N
eke

LARGE 2br vied hook up
garage mini blinds 1602
Main $275 Coleman RE
753 9898
3BR family room fireplace
living and dining room
Central H A stove and re
frigerator
No pets
492 8634

1100sq ft 3br, 1 bath Gar
age 2 blocks from univer
sity Mid $40s 753 1404
753 6128
14 5 WOODED aaes just6
miles from downtown 5
bedrooms 2 5 baths Cer
amoc baths fireplace hard
wood Moors Beautiful set
tong MLS 12986 $82,000
Phone Kopperud Realty
753 1222

1984 CUTLASS 2 doer
$1800 759 1449
49C
Vane
1987 FORD incline van
customized Low mileage
like new 1990 S 1r) Blazer
fully loaded
new
498 8740

3BR 14 bath brick Panor
ama Shores 2 car garage
many extras 753 6339
3BR 1 bath ranch Vinyl
carport utility room 12 x20
outbuilding Gas heat and
AC 502 247 9490
3BR 1 bath in city Fenced
backyard Low utilities and
priced in $30 s Call
753 4801

1976 COMPLETELY mod,
tied Chevy stepside truck
Air, 350 motor, 400 trans
mission aluminum wheels
and all accessories
753 5335 after 5pm
1979 FORD F150 V 8 top
per, heavy duty trailer hitch
437 4845

CONDOMINIUM Ground
floor unit with garage. low
utilities wheelchair acces
sible 753 3293

3BR 2 aaes Stella area
$45,000 Consider trade
with house and more land
489 2303

1982 FORD Bronco 4
wheel driso Removable
top runs good depend
able $1650 474 0115

EXTRA nice 2br duplex
central HA, appliances
furnished Very clean Col
eman RE 753 9898

3BR 2 bath brick in city with
new carpet paint and wall
paper Fireplace with in
sent 2 car garage large
outbuilding Immediate
possession Priced to sell
at $72,500 759 1233

1986 MAZDA SE 5 4 cylm
der 5 speed blue $3000
759 1693 after 6pm

FURNISHED 2br apart
ment with carport, central
HA 753 6609
NEW 2br duplex Ap
pliances energy efficient
owner occupied 1821
Ridgewood Dr 753 7457
TAKING applications for
section 8 rent subsidized
apartments 1. 2 & 3 bed
rooms Apply Hilldale Apts
Hardin, Ky or call
502 437 4113 EHO

2 story, 3br 2 bath nice
clean house $425mo gas
central heat Close to col
lege on Farmer Ave
753-7634 before 10am or
after 4pm

4BR bnckcrete Can be
used as single family Of
duplex 2 leingroorns 2
kitchens, 2 baths Central
HA, 3 types 91 heat Hard
wood floors carport, cable
and TV tower Private wed
Aluminum covered tern
TVA approved insulation
Can be owner financed
Stella 4 miles north of Mur
ray 489 2595

1987 C. H E
492 8282

Y

S 10

1988 FORD Bronco Eddie
Bauer package Extra nice
$12 50r, 753 2440 after

5cr,

We buy and sell neveused
horse stock trailers Fair
prices for good used trail
ens Call us first' 759 4408

NICE 3br cabin on lake big
lot A bargain at $29,900
Call 753 9586 before 5pm
753 0292 after 5pm

',Cede;
.e.11:.e.sard
Fiberglass - Replace
'eors & seats All work
guaranteed

AKC Chow puppy 8 weeks
old blond Farmington
345 2071
AKC puppies various
breeds Shih tzu Lasha's
Poodles, many more
615 746-5355
BASSETT and Dachshund
mix 6 weeks otd $10 each
759 1217
HAVE an obedient well
mannered safe dog You
train classes or we train
Professional certified train
ems serving Murray for over
12 years 436 2858
MUST sell male Himalayan
Persian cat We're allergic
Make offer
to him
753 2846 after 5pm

COMMERCIAL property
2800sq ft next to golf
course on N 16th and Ut
terback Rd 753-0521 or
436 2165 after 5pm
KOPPERUD REALTY offers a complete range of
Real Estate services with a
wide selection of quality
all prices
homes
753 1222, toll free
1 800-251 HOME Ext
711L
PROPERTY for sale Lo
cated in Coles Lamp
ground Penny and Kirksey
community Small acreage
or mint farm Call 489 2161
after 6pm
AUCTION your real estate
property to settle your es
tate Call Wilson Real Es
tate 753 3263 or Wayne
Wilson 753 5086 or Dan
Miller 435 4144
.140
Lots
For Ws
LOTS tor sale Gatesboro
area 753-0800 759 4577
450
Farms
Far Selo
62 ACRES located on Old
Parts Rd Home with 4 bed
rooms 1 bath 97 acres
tobacco base pond and 6
outbuildings Fenced MLS
*2669 Phone Kopperud
Realty 753-1222

MATHIS Transmission and
Automotive Service 624 N
4th St 753 6374
NEW and used tires Key
Auto Parts Hwy 1215
753-5500
1401
Used
Cars
1976 OLDS 98 2 door
runs good $225 firm
753 2596
1977 CHEVROLET Malibu
station wagon very clean
new tires excellent condo
bon and gas mileage $750
will trade 759 1922
1977 FORD T Bird $450
437 4742
1979 LTD 2 door. 302 auto
mabc $550, 1980 Mazda
truck 5 speed long bed
$650, 1979 EL Camino
Sport 305 V 8 loaded
$2650 753 9181 Of see at
5 Points Auto Repair 810.,
Coldwater Rd
1979 MERCURY Cougar
$1000 OBO 753 1412 be
fore 5pm 759 4166 after
5pm
1980 TOYOTA Tercel 2
door 5 speed 96,000 prig
nal miles excellent condi
lion $1200 Can be seen at
Key Auto Parts M F 8 5
753 5500 or 753 3433
1981 TOYOTA high miles
40mpg Great shape
502 623 6956
1986 V6 FIERO SE red
gray interior, loaded
47,000 miles Excellent
condition $5650 759 4017
after 6pm
1988 THUNDERBIRD
turbo coupe Great shape
all the extras 49xxx miles
Phone 527 3762
1989 DELTA 88 Royale
53,000 miles, very nice and
all the buttons $7450, 1988
Firebird very nice 69,000
miles, white letter tires, nice
wheels $5650, 1985 Cut
lass Supreme, loaded, very
nice $3750, 1983 Cutlass
2 door, white letter twee tilt
cruise $1850 492 8884
GOVERNMENT SEIZED
vehicles horn $100 Corvet
tes Chevys Porsches and
other confiscated proper
ties For Buyers Guide
(800)7729212 ext 1774
Also open evenings and
weekends

MR Chimney Chimney
dealer 492 8561

Mobile Home
Parts & Service

HADAWA Y Constr uction
Home remodeling pant
mg wallpaper, carpentry,
floor covering No job too
small 753 4251

Get Your Home
Ready For Winter!
K
& I Lc*
Lticterpinning
'Adler Furnaces
al a Eutri.
Yi,tri, I)
,,airs, Storm
heat !apes,
Ar.il White Rcrif, Anvil
Ron(
Ph 1502) 492.848.14
lissy 641 S. Hazel
Best Prices
* Quality Results *

HAULING yard work tree
removal mowing Free es
bmates 759 168,3
INSULATION Blown le By
Sears TVA approved
Save on those high heating
and cooling bills Call Seats
753 2310 for free estimate
KITCHEN CABINET OF
MODELING with weed
gran formica all colors
Free estimates Wulff s Re
covery Murray 436 5560
A LICENSED electrical
contractor JAMES C GAL
LIMORE ELECTRIC Corn
mercral and residential fast
courteous arid effeirer re •
voce 759 1835

PLUMBING repairman wen
same day service Ceel
436 5255
ROCKY COLSON Horn,
Repair Roofing, side
painting, plumbing ce,
Crete Free estimates cre;
474 2307
ROGER H elson rock ha.
irva gravel s-RTid dirt dn.,
way rock 753 4545
7536763 759 1823
SURE WAY Tree & Stump
Removal Insured with full
hoe of equipment including
60tt aerial trucks arid brush
chipper To assure a safer
operation at a lower corr,
pettive cost Free
mates without obligati'e
Day or rite, 753 5484

Back hoe Sen ice

T C Dinh Repair and Me
tenance Plumbing a .1
Electrical
Clean , L.)
Sewer 1210 1212 Main
Street 753-6111 011. e
753 0606 after 5pm

10% Off
Junior Thorn,

'rne from Murray on 94 E

30 Years Experience

1983 HONDA CR250 Very
good condition 492 8298
after 5pm

MAGS Errand Service of
fres houseetting grocery
shopping postal and banking needs etc 753 9630
Mon Fri 8 5 References

PLUMBING
Free estimates Affordable rate
G W CONSTRUCTION, Same day service All work
Gerald Walters fooling, guarariteed 753 4200
painting vinyl siding all
kinds of remodelirig Phone
* Four Star *
489 2267

On Service Work
esiith This Ad Thru Feb

502-753-0079

CAR Stereo Installation
753-0113. Sunset ficitilo.ahl
Music Murray's Alpine Car
Audio SpellalISI, Di X Oath!
Center, 1 block front \111
dorms

GUTTERING By Sears
Sears residential and corn
mercial continuous gutters
installed for your specifica
tons Call Sears 753 2310
for tree estimate

Roy Hill
Wayne Darnell
Marine Repair

WATERFRONT. Ky Lake
subdivision 4br 2 bath
covered deck 354 6006

GENERAL Repair plumb
mg roofing, tree work
436 2642

1989 CHEVROLET S10
Topgun Excellent condi LINDA S Clearing Service
would like to clear, more
non
Low mileage
offices Currently -Sersitlig
753 7102
the Murray area 436 2270

LOW Maintenance
2br
house with carport near
university 753 3293

5BR 1 full bath 2 half baths
$390tmo plus deposit
753 9826

Mobile
Homes For Rant

1BR upstairs apartment,
stove and refrigerator furnished 753 6148 after
5 30pm

Terry Paschall Real Estate

2BR duplex Stove re
trigerator furnished A/C
No pets $265 Call
753 9612

REPOSSESSIONS 2 14
wides take your choice 3br REGISTERED Lab pup
2 bath real nice Make ap- pies 2 yellow 5 black $100
proximately 2 back pay each 435 4481 759 1958
ments and move in Gate Peg's Dog Grooming
way Mobile Homes 753 2915
527 1427

'120

Golden Lab
_ynn Grove
please call
at 435 4518
Reward

2BR duplex in Northwood
Appliances furnished
$285imo 759 4406

Lhnistock
& Supplies

Mobile
Homes For Sale

Real Estate & Personal Property
At the farm home of Mr. 'I'. R. Smotherman.
From Murray, Ky. Take Hwy.94 East to Hwy.
280. Follow 280 to Poplar Spring Baptist
Church; turn off. Follow to auction. Watch for
signs.

DUPLEX apartment in
quiet residential area near
University 2br appliances
$275,mo Call 753 8096 or
753 2633

270

TRAILER for rent No pets
Northwind Mobile Home
Park 753-9866

Sat., March 2, 1991 at 10 a.m.

2BR apartment in North
wood $260/no 753 3964

370

1983 1480 FLEETWOOD
all electric Central A/C 3
bedroom 2 bath ap
pliances Porches, under
pinning Extra nice Day
753 8428 night 759 9463

OLD Winchester rifles,
single action Colt pistols
civil war artifacts Guns
swords etc Ask for Larry
753 3633

ABSOLUTE AUCTION

NCE

ELECTRIC mortar mixer 1
bag capacity 110 or 210
volt $300, 100ft heavy duty
cord $50 extra 753 9400

1410

TINY Tot Originals pageant
dresses Purple metallic
size 5 fuschia/white lace
WANTED someone to size 4 Other sizes and
keep children ages (8811) colors available 759-1142
on school days when sick after 3pm $25 $125
and/or nights Want to buy WHITE floor length prom
used refrigerator and wash dress size 10 $100
irig machine 759 4713
753 8869 after 6pm

V TO DRIVE
DR TRAILER
e•
7 et'r••
14 I

160

2 CHEST freezers. 2 up
right freezers 2 retrigera
tors 36 commercial elm
grill 4 x12 outdoor plastic
commercial sign face
753 8080 ask for Bill

CHRISTOPHER'S COINS
is still at Ox Yoke Antiques
ASHLEY wood stove, (Hazel) Treasure House
and Book Rack (Murray)
couch/chair, rattan papa
san chair and stool glass Also mail order service
top coffee and end tables 2 Send for free price list and
Lamps 753 5382 after 6pm, 'Collection A'15 different
U S coons. "Collecbons 8"
WILL babysd in my home 753 2842 days Ask for
21 different foreign corns
Lisa
day or night References
$695 each, $1295 both
available 753-1182
BEDROOM furniture 1
Post paid. 2-wk satisfacdresser with mirror, night tion guaranteed Free gift
WILL sit with sick or elderly
Day or night 437 4560 at stand and twin bed $225
with every inquiry Chrosto
Peach/gray/white twin
ter 4pm
phers Coins. 1605 West
comforter with 2 peach bal
Main Murray, Kentucky
WORK wanted Certified loon valance $40, full size
42071 We buy coins and
nurses aid will stay with the peach wicker headboard
appraise estates
sick in their home Nights $40, girls 12in bike with
753 4161
preferred Experienced and training wheels $15. 30in
references 247 9685
avocado electric stove, 1A4DQUEN storage buildings 8x16' starts at $1095,
good condition, $75
10x16r $142450, 12x24'
759 1293 after 5 30pm
$2395 Other sizes avail
COUCH chair, loveseat
able Acree Portable Build
$100 753
' 5981 after Spin
legs 502 247 7831
BECOME part of a $24
FEATHER mattresses ex
billion cash business Smal
cellent condition $30 each
investment required
474 0115
TURN KEY VENDING
MAPLE dining table with 2
1 800 362 VEND
leaves $150 Whirlpool PRIVATE Investigato
ENTREPRENEURS Get
D B A Confidential Investiwasher (needs pump) and
yourself in possession of dryer
gations, Southside Shop
avocado $75 tape
the facts while the timing is
ping Center Suite #102
stry chair $200 blue plaid
right You can't afford to chair $10 truck tool box
Murray 753 2641
miss this one Call
and bed mat $45 100gal
SHARP
copiers Author
800 395 8537
aquarium with wood ca
ized dealer for sales ser
binet $150 759-1322
vice supplies parts and

NIGHT time waitress
needed Must be 21 years
JETSKI 753 3006
of age Apply in person at
Big Apple Cafe Puryear, JUNK cars and trucks Ask
TN 901 247 5798
for Larry 753 3633
RN•el.P'S•s Ready for a
change''Try Universal Horne
Health ('arc! We arc committed to the care of patients of all
ages in their home envoren
merit. 'traditional nursing in a
non-traditional seeing Pan
time/lull-time openings for
flexsble nursing professionals
Various shifts available and
very curnpetitive wages En
joy the rewards of in /Rene
care workir.g one on ise with
someone in your area Call
asha for more information
1 500-593 0104 Universal
Home Health Care LOU

ALPINE security system to
auto $150 753 9524

Operator

Specialiiing in Septic
Tanks, tirmers. Foundations, Hauling. etc.

(502) 759-4664

VCR REPAIR Wood VCR
Service Center. cleaning
servicing $15, most rec.
,
$35, all brands 3rd Str,
Almo Open 9 12 1
Mon Fri , 753 0530
WILL do plumbing Al
anteed 435 4169

A B Masonary beck block
and stone Will do any type
of large or small jobs Guar
antee quality work
489 2982 anytime
ALPHA Builders Careen
try, remodeling porches
roofing coefccete drive
ways painting mainte
nance etc Free etmates
489 2303
ANY remodeling building
painting & roofing Free estimates References
435 4632
APPLIANCE REPAIRS
Factory trained by 3 major
manufacturers Most parts
in stock on my truck All
work and parts warranted
Ask for Andy at The Ap
pliance Works 753 2455
APPLIANCE SERVICE
Kenmore Westinghouse
Whirlpool 30 years expen
ence Bobby Hopper
436 5848
BACKHOE Service ROY
HILL Junior Thorn opera
tor 30 years experience
Septic system drive ways
hauling foundations etc
759 4664

CUSTOM KITCHEN CABINF
CUSTOM

WOODWORKING

All Types Of.

Custom Woodworking
Kitchen & Bath Cabinets
scr.f our cllo.siri,-)in

Surgery R.N.
Supervisor Needed
Must be able to function in all areas
of surgery with a background in management and schedule «., ordinating.
Salary negotiable.

Call 247 2300 or 247-5211,
ext. 142.
Mayfield Community Hospital
May13eld, KY 42066

BILL Travis trucking for
gravel, dirt fill sand and
white rock 474 2779
BUILDER new homes
garages, additions. rernod
eling framing decks, pa
Dos, solar green houses,
pole barns Experienced
carpentry Tripp Williams
753 0563 after 5pm
CHIM ('him Chimney
Sweeps has 10% senior cite
/en discounts We sell chimney caps and screens
435-4191.
COMPLETE home repair
Carpentry, electric and
plumbing also' appliance
repair Including retrigera
bon and AC 753 0318
CONTRACTOR Portable
buildings pole barns gen
oral home improvements
Quality work for less Cus
tomer satisfaction guaran
teed Free estimates L E
Williams 489 2663
CUNNINGHAM S Heating
and Cooling Service Corn
plete service on all central
cooling all makes and
models Call Gary at
759.4754
LICENSED for electric
gas refrigeration Installation and repair Free estimates 753-7203
FENCE sales at Sears
now Call Sears 753 2310
for free estimate for your
needs
FULL electrical services
Installation/r•pair
Residential1commercial
753-7724

FOR SALE BY OWNER - '68,500
3 Bedeenn, 1-1/4 Hat tis Eke. licat Pump Appliances. Like New - 14 x16 Patio Deck - 18'
Octagon Gazebo' large Outdoor Hot Tub - Plus
1 Bedroom Apartment, Additonal Income. 3,000
sq. It, Under Renf corner Lot in City Limits.

Phone 753-4873

WE STILL MAKE
HOUSE CALLS!
If you need any form of Life
Insurance, IRA, Major Medical,
Medicare Supplement or Nursing
Home Insurance just give us a call.
We will check with several
companies to give you the best
possible rate and benefits and
deliver the information to you at
your home. If you decide td buy a
policy from us, we also give you
free claim service.
Our office is in Hopkinsville Fed.
Savings Bldg., 7th & Main, but
when you need service, all you
have to do is call

Jerry McConnell
Insurance
753-4199

v„.
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Sue & Charlie's closes its doors

OBITUARIES
Mrs. Beulah
Alice Paschall

Charles Lindbergh (Lindy) Paschall

Mrs. Beulah Alice Paschall, 86.
Rt. I. Puryear, Tenn.. died early
Monday morning at her residence.
She was a former employee of
Lowell Bleachery, a uniform and
parachute finishing company in St.
Louis, Mo.
Born Oct. 12, 1904, at Buchanan, Tenn., she was the-daughter of
the late Charlie Valentine and
Bertha Snyder Valentine.
She was a member of Puryear
Church of Christ.
Survivors are her husband, Lawson Paschall, to whom she was
married on Dec. 19, 1925, one sister, Mrs. Beatrice Barrera. and
Lbree brothers, C.T. Valentine. John
alenune and David Valentine, all
of Puryear.
The funeral will be Wednesday
at 2.30 p.m. in LeDon Chapel of
Ridgeway Morticians. Pans. Tenn
Mackie Gallimore will officiate.
Pallbearers will be Tommy' PasJames H. Paschall, Charles
Henry Valentine, Jimmy Valentine.
B'.!y Blankenship and Earl Mealer
Burial will follow in Puryear
City Cemetery.
Friends may call at the funeral
nome

The funeral for Charles Lind- ,,member of First Baptist Church
where he had been a deacon, choir
bergh (Lindy) Paschall will be
member and soloist, Sunday school
today at 3 p.m. at First Baptist
teacher, a member of Godfrey sinChurch. Paris, Tenn. Dr. Henry
Franklin Paschall, his brother, and
gers and served on many committhe Rev. Charles On will officiate
tees. He was a former member and
Active pallbearers will be
officer of Paris Lions Club.
George Webb, Charles Wilson,
Born May 4, 1927, in Henry
Robert Adams, Robert Martin, Bill County, Tenn., hc was the son of
Owens, Delmer Owens, R.C. Bar- the late Cletus Paschall and Eva
rett, Bill McNutt, Thomas Paschall, Jones Paschall. He attended
Purvar High School and Murray
Walter Murray and Jim Hayes
State'College.
Honorary pallbearers will be
Survivors are his wife, Mrs. Jo
members of Men's Bible Class at
First Church and the Jim Adams Nell Ford Paschall, to whom he
Afternoon Coffer Club.
was married on Nov. 24, 1946; one
daughter. Mrs. Linda Janclle WilBurial will follow in Maplewood
son, one son. Lynn Ford Paschall.
Cemetery. Paris, with Ridgeway
Morticians in charge ot
and three grandsons, Lynn Ford
arrangements
Paschall Jr, John Charles Paschall
Mr. Paschall, 63. of 428 White- and Chad Preston Wilson. all of
hall Circle, Pans. died Sunday at Paris; his brother, Dr. Henry FrankBaptist Hospital. Nashville. Tenn
lin Paschall, Nashville. Tenn
His death was from complications
after undergoing open-heart
surgery there He suffered a heart
attack Nov. 23 and was transferred
by ambulance from Henry County
Medical Center on Nov 26.
Mrs. Bessie Collie Marshall, 59,
He was a wholesale represernaof Arlington. Tenn., formerly of
uve for Belknap Hardware. Inc.. Calloway County, died Monday at
for 25 years He was an active
II a.m. at Methodist Hospital East.
Memphis. Tenn.
Her father, Edmond Collie, and
one brother. Eddie Ray' Collie, preMrs Jean Tucker and Mrs Ruby
Mae Laird. Union City. Tenn., and ceded her in death.
Survivors are her husband, WilMrs Barbara Thompson, Memphis.
Tenn • five stepsons, Jimmy Rayn- lie Marshall, three sons, Dudley
er, Chattanooga. Tenn., Gene Ray. Marshall, Galloway. Tenn., and
men Memphis. J.D. Raymer, Mor- Eddie Marshall and wife, Diane,
and,Paul -Marshall and wife.. Fran-.
riston. Mo, and tarry'Rayner and
all of Arlington; her mother, Mrs.
Chuck Raymer, Pans.
Also surviving arc four sisters. Irene Anderson Collie, one sister,
Mrs. Myrtic 'Davis, Knoxville. Mrs. Betty' Crocker, and a sister-inTenn., Mrs. Dorothy' Morrison. Pia- law, Mrs. Lee Collie, all of Murray; four grandchildren.
sa.
Mrs. Edna Wallace. WaterServices will be Wednesday at
ford. Mich.. and Mrs. Joy Farmer.
12 noon in the chapel of Memphis
Mt Clemens. kfich.. four brothers.
L.0 McKinney. Rt. I. Hardin, Funeral Home, 5599 Poplar St.,
Memphis.
Ronert MAinney and Gene
Burial ).+:1 folio.... in Morning
kl,.Kinnes. Dexter. and Larry
Memphis
Cemetery
Sunday
mcKinney. R: I. Farmington; five
grandchildren, two great -

Mrs. Bessie
Collie Marshall

Mrs. Mary Nell Raymer
Services for Mrs. Mary Nell
Raymer are today at 2 p.m, in the
chapel of Miller Funeral Home of
Murray The Res,. Glen Gill is officiating Music is by Karen Coles
and Doug McKinney.
Pallbearers are Dwain McKinney. Bobby McKinney. Doug
McKinixy, Franklin Wallace. Cecil
Farmer and Daryl Coles.
Burial will follow in Elm Grove
Cemetery
Mrs. Raymer. 60. Rt 2. Pans.
Term., formerly of Calloway County. died Sunday at 845 am. at
Murray -Calloway County Hospital
Survivors are one daughter. Mrs
Patricia Snyder and husband. Hai.
Rt. 2. Huntingdon. Tenr,., one son,
Albert Turner and wife. Betty. Rt
S. Benton. three stepdaughters.

Johnny Tubbs

Natasha Ellen Turner
Natasha Lien Turner died Monday at 8:15 p.m. at Kosair's Chidren's Hospital. Louisville.
She was born Sunday. Feb 24.
at Murray -Calloway County Hospital and was transferred :o
Losnp.
hospital
Survivors are her parents.
..m V a ee2 AHsor

A,!.c-ne
,:sor. anc.1 Gaylon and
Maida Turner. and a great-greatgrandfather. Alnert Cratendon. all
Murray. several uncles and
aunts
.

Gre.es..n: rites will he Wednesa: 2 n rr: a: Lone Oak Cernetti. C.i.A ,••as County. The Rev.
will officiate.
• call at Miller Funert.' 7-7'2‘ after 12 noon

Emergency planning meet set
*- meeting
Aka
anning comrnittee
Wednesday. Feb 27, at 4 ;
the city hall council chambers
Pursuant to Section 324. Tnle INof :he 1986 federal sup:— _ amendements and reauthorizaton
act (SARA) of 1986 (PL 99-499„.
the foii.)v..ng information is provided in compliance with the cornright-to-kno• reutrerneriLs
',Lne SARA Law, and the open
records provisions of Kentucky
stat,ites.
Members of ',he public may eon lac: the Calmway County Ernerger,cy Planning Committee by writing
Peggy Billington, Chairman of the
Calloway County Planning Corn- ;tee. n07 Poplar St., George
Aeaks Community Center, Murray.
Ky.. 42071, or contacted by tele:none at 753-1421
The Calloway County Emergency Par.rnr.g Committee conducLs
--iec:ings a:
City H

-.ers, or at other locans .r. ac,.ordance with the Ken,. Open Meetings Law. Memthe public may request to
eof regular or special
,., as provided in KRS
the planning commit
:c. .nc,..ding the county emergency
response plan. material safety data
sncct
nventory forms, or any
-: emergency notices as
may .-sequently be issued. are
()pen Hr inspection Members of
:he p,.bi,c •ho v.ish to review
these records may do so from 9
a m to 4 p.m. Monday through Friday a: the George W'eaks Community Center 609 POplar St.. as
required by the . Kentucky Open
Records Law
The local 24-hour telephone
number for purposes of emergency
notification, as required by SARA
;621
Jf

HOG MARKET
iedireiaStaie Stsrart %win Service February N. Veal
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11000 Sows dwady 54 *weer
1111146414
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Murray woman
arrested, charged
in nursery burglary
A Murray woman has been
arrested and charged in connection
with a burglary at a local nursery'.
according to a report from the Callow ay County Sheriff's
Department.
Debbie Garland. 35, of Rt. 3.
Mum*, was arrested and charged
with third degree burglary', theft by
unlawful taking over $100 and second degree criminal mischief,
police said.
The charges stem from a burglary at Floffman's Nursery' in
October, according to police.
Garland was released yesterday
on a 515.000 bond. police said.

Almo man injured
in one-car accident

Parents not paying
child support may be
denied tax refunds
FRANKFORT. Ky. (AP) -- A
record 49.000i, parents who are
delinquent in making child support
payments may' have tax refunds
seized this year, the state Department for Social Insurance said
Monday.
The department has certified
their cases. allowing the federal
Internal Revenue Service and the
Kentucky Revenue Cabinet to redirect income tax refunds to the child
support program, a news release
said.
It's an increase of 5,(K10 eases
from 1990, when the tax intercept
program recouped nearly 57 million. the release said.
Department Commissioner Mike
Robinson attributed the increase to
the state's decision to stop charging non-welfare clients a $25 fee
for the intercept service.

0.**%0•444.s.zzaz gelfou vi54.4
Me.444ze.

The proposal includes requests
for $324 million for 500 Patriot
missiles and for $545 million to
buy 400 Tomahawk cruise missiles,
according to documents obtained
Monday by The Associated Press
Both weapons have been used
heavily in the Persian Gulf War.
Bush's measure, unveiled Friday.
seeks not only $15 billion in federal funds but the authority to use
$53.5 billion in assistance pledged

Charlie's Safe-T
Discount Pharmacy
753-4175
Hours: Mon.-Fri. 9-7, Sat. 9-5:30

Glendale at Whitnell

by allied nations.

INSURANCE
Life Insurance
Level Term - Universal Life
Whole Life
FREE Help in Clan

Filing For Ail

753-7890

lay Clients

8 a.m.-8 p.m.

Lou V. McGar
Are your loved ones protected financially if
you died today?

To help you
select a new or
better used car
or truck see...

Preston Barrett

ed the Aurora restaurant -- long a
favorite of Kentucky Lake vacationers -- in 1947 and ran it for
nearly 20 years. The Farmers
bought half the restaurant in the
mid-60s and the rest after Charlie
Costello's death.
Fire gutted it in June 1985, forcing an carry closing that year, but
the restaurant was back in business
by March 1986.
Asked about offers to buy the
Aurora restaurant, she said, "There
have been several that have
checked into it but nothing is definite on anything. We don't know
anything. We're sitting here waiting (for the bankruptcy to proceed)
just like everybody else."
The hardest part of the decision
is to close, Farmer said.
"I want to thank people for all
their support, and I hope someday
there's some way we can get back
into it," she said.
"It's more than losing a job. It's
more like losing a member of the
family," Farmer said. "It's been a
tradition for years and years. It's
like a death in the family."

leased it to the Farmers.
The suit seeks S496,000 plus
unpaid real estate taxes, interest
and costs.
Sue and Charlie Costello found -

Stock Market
Report
Prices as of 10:00 AM
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Sheriffs Dept.
investigating
compressor theft
The Calloway County Sheriff's
Department is investigating a burglay Monday night from the Highway 121 Food Mart in Coldwater,
according to reports.
A chain securing a Craftsman air
compressor at the business was
reportedly cut and the compressor
stolen, according to reports. The
compressor was valued at approximately 5250, the report said.
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Seven Seas
Hwy. 641 N

HILLIARD
-

Off
Any Dinner Entree
With Free Salad Bar

t

IS you.
F.11,
4,1
F aci,4npr, 4.41 S

Murray

$1 00

-LYONS
nvest

An Alm() man was injured- Wed
ncsday after the- vehicle he was
driving ran off the road off Ken
tucky 1824 about five miles north
of Murray. according to a report
from the Calloway County Sheriff's Departrner
Larry Cope, Wm( Rt. 1„Almo
was admitted to the Murray
Calloway County Hospital after his
car ran off the road, traveled down
an embankment and struck a tree
around 7 a.m. Wednesday', poln.L.
said.

"Where the price and service,
makes the pill easier to swallow."

Congress vievving Bush's request
WASHINGTON (AP) -- Congress is getting its first look at
President Bush's request for $15
nilirr in taxpayers' money to help
finance the war with Iraq. a proposal seeking items ranging from
more Patriot missiles to food.
The Senate Appropriations Committee planned to examine the
spending plan today and question
Defense Secretary Dick Cheney
and White aHouse budget chief
Richard Dar- an.

Final rites for Johnny Tubbs
were Monday at 2:30 p.m. in the
chapel of Fitbeck and Cann Funeral
Home. Benton. The Rev. Russell
Miller and the Rev. Willard Beasley officiated
Burial was in Union Ridge
Cemetery.
Mr. Tubbs. 66, Rt. 10, Benton,
died Saturday at 6.55 p.m. at Lourdes Hospital. Paducah.
A retired employee of SKW
Alloys, Calvert City, he was a
World War II veteran and a member of Union Ridge Baptist Church
One daughter. Sandra Lynn
Tubbs, and one brother, Robert
Tubbs, preceded him in death.
He is survived by his wife, Mrs.
Lorene Tubbs; one daughter, Mrs.
Peggy Sue Wadsworth. Benton.
three sons, Jimmie E. Tubbs and
Ronnie D. Tubbs. Benton, and
Quenice M. Tubbs, Calvert City.
one brother, Kenneth Tubbs, Benton; 10 grandchildren; three greatgrandchildren.

Sue and Charlie's, an Aurora
restaurant in business for 43 years,
has closed its doomunder present
ownership, according to the
owners.
The "landmark" restaurant,
known for its catfish, is out of bus'
mess due to the corporation's file
for Chapter 7 bankruptcy. a
liquidation.
The suit left "us in a financial
situation/where there was nothing
we could do. It was the only solution we had," said Sheila Farmer,
co-owner of the restaurant along
with her husband, Mansfield.
"Hopefully the restaurant will
come back, under new ownership. I
don't want it to be gone completely. God only' knows what tomorrow
brings. We thought we'd be in
Paducah forever when we went
down there." she said.
A second restaurant in Paducah
opened in late 1989 and closed this
past October, after losing money
for six months, Farmer said.
That prompted the lawsuit by
305 Corp.. the partnership that
built the 5500,f)00 building and
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